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EDITORIAL
Forward with conﬁdence

W

hile there is no denying the negative
impact of Covid-19 on the construction
sector, the industry has proved once again just
how resilient it is. Even during the lockdown
many continued working as best they could
with others chomping at the bit to be allowed
to do so.
Ironically, those delivering and maintaining
frontline-related building engineering services
to hospitals, care homes, etc were busier than
ever. The individuals concerned deserve full
credit for doing so.
Construction is now leading the phased return
to work across the nation. Building services
suppliers in particular are leading by example.
This issue demonstrates not just their conﬁdence
in the future, but also their commitment and
support for the sector as a whole.
Sure there are challenges ahead but, working
together as united sector, they will be overcome.

Building services is changing every day
and, while we might all think we are
experts, we have a lot to learn. I was once
told by a wise engineer that while you
might know everything, there is a specialist
supplier dealing with innovations in a
technology that you need on a daily basis.
Make contact and keep informed.
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NEWS AND PRODUCTS

OFTEC home heating advice
OFTEC has issued new guidelines covering maintenance or servicing work that can
still be carried out in homes while the industry slowly returns to work.
With Phase 1 of Ireland’s “return to
work” roadmap up and running, many
householders are unsure of what is, or
is not, possible. In response, OFTEC has
answered some of the most common
questions to help them understand
the situation, and to explain what
installers can and can’t deliver.
David Blevings, Manager of OFTEC
Ireland, commented: “It is a very
unsettling time and there is a lot of
confusion about tradespeople working
in homes. For their part most have
introduced new safety measures as a precaution but, if householders have any questions or
concerns, they should raise them directly with their local installer.”
See https://www.oftec.org/consumers

New BACS technical guide
The Building Controls Industry Association (BCIA) has released a new technical
guide entitled The Impact of Controls on the Energy Efﬁciency of Buildings. It focuses on
the British and European Standard, BS EN 15232-1:2017,
which assesses the cumulative impact of building
automation and controls – commonly referred to as
BACS – on the energy efﬁciency of buildings.
Terry Sharp, President of the BCIA, said: “It is a
well-documented fact that buildings account for over
40% of global energy consumption, and buildings rarely
perform as well as their designers calculated. BCIA
member companies use the BS EN 15232 Standard as a
guide to control system design and operation, so we have
released this technical guide to help manufacturers and
systems integrators understand the Standard better, and
to improve the performance of the buildings they work on.”
The BCIA’s technical guides are designed to help members and those in the building
controls and BEMS industry work more effectively. All technical guides can be downloaded
from the “Resources” section of the BCIA website at www.bcia.co.uk

Grant Tech Talk
Grant Tech Talk is a new series of webinars
providing valuable insights into the company’s
innovative range of heating products. The hourlong webinars are aimed at installers, engineers,
merchants, BER Assessors, architects,
construction professionals and self-builders.
See https://grantengineering.ie/
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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Sonica appoints
Andreas Heil
Sonica has appointed
Andreas Heil Head of Design and
Architecture. In his new role he will
support and lead all creative teams
responsible for project design
and sustainability, and will
also cover all designrelated areas that support
the continued global
expansion of Sonica.
Heil has over 20
years postgraduate
experience in Ireland
and worked for
Murray Ó Laoire
Architects for many
years before
establishing his own
multi-award-winning practice Innen
Interior Architects.
Heil has been recognised for his
contributions to Irish interior design
with numerous awards and
nominations for his work over the
years, most notably “Fit-Out Designer
of the Year” in 2016.

Lighting and the
WELL Building
Standard
An increase in research and
study into how light affects people
both psychologically and biologically
via the non-visual effect of light has
led designers to developing
schemes that aim to
improve well-being.
During this forthcoming SLL webinar
(17 June,12:30 13:30) Pete Mardell,
Senior Lighting Designer
at Arup, will take a
look at lighting
and the WELL Building Standard.
See https://www.cibse.org
4
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NEWS AND PRODUCTS
Solution to ‘Part M’ compliance

BL Refrigeration CPSs
Toshiba recently joined forces with BL Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning to present a programme of online CPD courses for
building services consultants and engineers. The ﬁrst virtual CPD
module on the
basics of VRF
air conditioning
was presented
earlier this month
to an audience
of consultants
participating online
from across Belfast.
More than 30
people attended,
representing six
leading building
services consulting ﬁrms.
“The take-up for a ﬁrst event of its kind was fantastic, and even
better than we had hoped,” said Keith Elliot, Technical Director of BL
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. “Having proven the approach and
the appetite, we are now planning a wider roll-out of online training in
the coming weeks.”

CIF initiative a major success
The major online training programme initiated by the
CIF, in partnership with GoContractor, to enable
construction workers return to work has been a huge
success. By the end of May 153,000 workers had been
issued with a “digital card” to show that they had
completed the course. There is no charge for participation.
The CIF C19 course can be
undertaken on any device with
an internet connection and is
delivered in ﬁve languages
– English, Irish, Polish,
Romanian and Russian. On
completion, participants are
issued with a unique digital
card that can be veriﬁed by a
QR code. Before access to a
building site, the workers can
show the site manager the
digital card on their mobile
hand-held device to gain entry.
“The turnaround to deliver the course was achieved with
great speed,” said Dermot Carey, Director CIF Safety &
Training. “Also, the validation process was key. Knowing
that the person who undertook the course was the same
person presenting the digital card on-site, demonstrated
that what was being offered was a robust solution.”
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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Ensuring compliance with Part M of the Building
Regulations that covers the lighting of stairs, steps and
disabled access ramps has long posed a challenge for electrical
consultants and architects.
Now there is a solution that ensures that the required 100
lux is easily achieved. From Australia, the Planet LED Puck leads
the way in meeting this challenge. Not alone does it deliver
a highly-effective illumination solution, it looks good and is
also easy to install and
maintain.
“The Planet LED
Puck is small, sleek and
versatile,” says Paul
Tully of DesignLight,
“and comprises an
integrated handrail light
solution that transforms
illumination for such
specialist applications in
both indoor and outdoor
situations.”
Contact: Paul Tully, DesighLight. Tel: 01 - 429 5545;
email: p.tully@designlight.com

CIBSE Ireland 2021 golf
outing for Luttrelstown
While this year’s CIBSE Ireland annual golf outing has had to be
cancelled, the good news is that the date has now been conﬁrmed for the
2021 event. Thanks also to Wilo Ireland for conﬁrming that it will continue
in the slot of main headline sponsor for the event.
Date is Friday, 27 August 2021. Venue is the renowned golf course at
Luttrellstown Castle Resort.
As always, the format is a 4-person team scramble shotgun start at
13.00 for all teams. Registration from 12.00.
Help support the invaluable work of CIBSE Ireland by entering a team
and/or sponsoring a hole, or one of the “silver” sponsor opportunities of
Nearest the Pin and Longest Drive. The outing will help raise much-needed
funds for the CIBSE Ireland programme of events, in addition to providing
an excellent business and social networking forum.
Bookings for team entries will open early 2021.

6
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Siriusly
impressive new
range 50-250kW.
Introducing the new Sirius three
range, there’s an advanced boiler
for every installation.
15 wall-hung and floor-standing stainless steel boilers offering up to 9:1
modulation, with high gross seasonal efficiency and an upgraded controller.
Plus, every boiler is backed by a 5 year warranty*

Get ready for Sirius three.
Floor-standing
and wall-hung

Want to know more?
Visit pottertoncommercial.co.uk/getsirius
#GetSirius

*see terms and conditions at pottertoncommercial.co.uk

Totally dependable.
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Hevac Covid-19 update
Hevac would like to convey its appreciation to all
customers and staff who made it possible to remain open
as part of the essential supply chain throughout the past
couple of months, by adhering to and adapting the new
procedures and guidelines to ensure this could be done
in a safe environment.
Although this was challenging at times, it gave an
insight into new operational procedures and helped the
business to be fully prepared to service the industry as it
returned to work. Hevac’s trade counters and collection
areas have been deep cleaned and sanitised and the new
procedures in place ensure they can continue to service
customers safely and responsibly.

‘Dial Before You Dig’
reminder
Accidental damage to gas pipes can cause major
disruption, serious injury and even death – that’s the
timely reminder from Owen Wilson, Networks Safety
Manager, Gas Networks Ireland following a signiﬁcant
increase in pipes being struck recently as construction
ramps back up.
Gas Networks
Ireland is
responsible for
the safety of the
F2.6 billion gas
network and
contractors are
reminded to check
the location of the
underground gas
pipelines before
beginning any
work.
“It’s great to
see construction
gathering pace
Owen Wilson, Networks Safety
Manager, Gas Networks Ireland.
again but the
number of emergency calls we received about gas
leaks caused by construction workers accidentally
damaging pipes increased signiﬁcantly in the last
number of weeks,” Wilson said.
Maps locating the gas pipeline network can be
accessed instantly on Gas Network Ireland’s online
“Dial Before You Dig” mapping service at
www.gasnetworks.ie/dbyd; Tel: 1850 42 77 47;
Email: dig@gasnetworks.ie
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1

News June 2020.indd 3

CIBSE Ireland supports frontline heroes
Aware of the selﬂess role of frontline health and care workers during
this current pandemic, CIBSE Ireland has donated F500 each to two
initiatives supporting these heroes.
They are Rod’s Kitchen in Dublin
https://buildingservicesnews.com/news/
rods-kitchen-plumbs-goodwill/ and
https://www.saolta.ie/news/technologyconnecting-families-icu-universityhospital-galway in Galway. Click on
the links for more information.
It must also be acknowledged that
members of the CIBSE family are frontline
heroes. Many are actively engaged in
delivering engineering support to criticalcare facilities and other essential services.
So, to help everyone take time out and
to have some fun, Ryan Loney, Chair,
CIBSE YEN Ireland devised an online quiz
that “aired” on Thursday, 4 June, not just in Ireland but across the globe
to all CIBSE members. It proved hugely popular with members logging on
from all corners of the world to participate and have some fun.
Photograph shows Rodney O’Connor of Rod’s Kitchen and Paul Martin, CIBSE
Ireland, observing social distancing rules when they met for the handover of
the donation in Dublin.

Renewable wave of projects
Online Project Talks is a new
European Heat Pump Association
(EHPA) series bringing together the
knowledge gained from EHPA projects
and linking it with like-minded
initiatives from outside the organisation.
The ﬁrst one is scheduled for Tuesday,
30 June (from 9:30am to 11am) and is
called “The Renewable Wave of Projects”. It will comprise four presentations of
innovative projects that are boosting the use of different renewable energies in
Europe, as well as an input from the Research and Innovation Committee of EHPA.
Brief details of the four projects are as follows:
“Sustainability and Geothermal energy promotion” – GeoAtlantic project by
Eduardo Rodriguez (EergyLab);
“Innovative sun-coupled heat pumps” – SunHorizon project by Alessandra Cuneo
(RINA Consulting SpA);
“Energy tunnels: an opportunity of development for urban areas” – Enertun by
Alessandra Insana (Politecnico di Torino);
“Connecting the ETIP RHC project with EHPA’s Research & Innovation Committee”
– SecRHC project project and EHPA’s R&I Committee by Dan Stefanica (European
Heat Pump Association).
To register for free see www.ehpa.org/
8
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Why ecocirc is
a smarter choice.
SIMPLICITY
EFFICIENCY
• Best-in-class energy
efficiency (EEI ≤0.18)
• ECM motor for intelligent
speed control
• Lower power
consumption
• Optimized hydraulic

•
•
•
•

Easy to set up
Compact and easy to install
Easy to read (ecocirc+)
External control and
monitoring via Bluetooth®
wireless technology
(ecocirc+)

RELIABILITY
Y

• Robust design
• Dry-run protection
• Warnings and alarms
visualization
• Error codes (ecocirc+)

ECONOMY

• Insulation shell as standard
• Cost savings with Night Mode
(ecocirc+)
• Comfort self-optimization with
eAdapt (ecocirc+)

www.xylem.com/ie
+353 (0) 1 452 4444
enquiriesireland@xyleminc.com

Lowara, ecocirc are trademarks of Xylem Inc. or one of its subsidiaries. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by BluetoPublished by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
oth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Xylem Service Italia S.r.l. is under license.
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Humidity and
respiratory health
Call to review link between
them in the wake of Covid-19
Scientists and physicians
specialising in immunobiology and infection
control have joined
forces to support a new
global petition calling
on the World Health
Organisation (WHO) to
protect public health and
save lives. The petition
calls for swift and decisive
action to establish global
guidance on indoor air
quality, with a clear
recommendation on the
minimum lower limit of
air humidity in public
buildings. This critical
move would reduce the
spread of airborne
bacteria and viruses in
buildings and protect
public health.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1

Humidity and respiratory health edit.indd 2

As Covid-19 continues
to put pressure on health systems
and the economy globally, the group
calls on WHO to review the extensive
research that shows an indoor
humidity level of between the 40%
to 60% relative humidity (RH) is the
optimum threshold for inhibiting the
spread of respiratory viruses such as
inﬂuenza. This is a threshold that
many public buildings drop
signiﬁcantly below every winter.
Professor Dr Akiko Iwasaki, PhD,
The Waldemar Von Zedtwitz,
Professor of Immunobiology and
Professor of Molecular, Cellular
and Developmental Biology at Yale,
and an investigator for the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute said: “Ninety
percent of our lives in the developed
world are spent indoors in close
proximity to each other. When cold
outdoor air with little moisture is
heated indoors, the air’s relative
humidity drops to about 20%. This
dry air provides a clear pathway for
airborne viruses, such as Covid-19.
That’s why I recommend humidiﬁers
during the winter, and why I feel the
world would be a healthier place
if all our public buildings kept their
indoor air at 40% to 60% RH.”
Evidence shows the important
role indoor humidity levels play in
preventing virus transmission and
10
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improving immune system response.
There are three key notable ﬁndings
suggesting why indoor air should be
maintained at 40% to 60% RH in
public buildings. These are:
• Breathing dry air impairs our
respiratory immune system’s ability
to efﬁciently capture, remove and
ﬁght airborne viruses and germs,
rendering us more vulnerable to
respiratory infections;
• When the RH is lower than 40%,
airborne droplets containing
viruses, such as SARS-CoV-2, shrink
through evaporation making them
lighter. This enables the particles to
ﬂoat for longer in the air, increasing
the likelihood of infection;
• The vast majority of respiratory
viruses suspended in dry atmospheres
survive and remain infectious for
much longer than those ﬂoating in
air with an optimum humidity of
40% to 60% RH.
One of the leading forces in the
charge for a globally-recognised
40% to 60% guideline for public

buildings – Dr Stephanie Taylor,
MD, Infection Control Consultant at
Harvard Medical School, ASHRAE
Distinguished Lecturer & Member
of the ASHRAE Epidemic Task
Group – commented:
“In light of the Covid-19 crisis, it is
now more important than ever to
listen to the evidence that shows
optimum humidity can improve our
indoor air quality and respiratory
health. It is time for regulators to
place management of the built
environment at the very centre of
disease control. Introducing WHO
guidelines on minimum lower limits
of relative humidity for public
buildings has the potential to set a
new standard for indoor air and
improve the lives and health of
millions of people.”
Dr Walter Hugentobler, MD,
General Physician, former lecturer at
the Institute of Primary Care at the
University of Zürich fully endorse this
view and said: “Raising air humidity
by humidiﬁcation reduces the risk of

limit of humidity in public buildings.
If WHO published this much-needed
guidance building standards
regulators around the world would
be encouraged to act urgently.
If these steps were implemented,
there is optimism that the following
effects could beneﬁt global health
systems and the world economy:
• Respiratory infections from
seasonal respiratory viruses, such as
ﬂu, would be signiﬁcantly reduced;
• Thousands of lives would be saved
every year from the reduction in
seasonal illness;
• Global healthcare services would
be less burdened every winter;
• The world’s economies would
beneﬁt from less absenteeism
through illness;
• A healthier indoor environment
and improved health would result
for millions of people.
The group of scientists urges the
industry and the public to read and
sign the petition, which can be found
at http://40to60rh.com/ Q

Dr Stephanie Taylor, MD, Infection Control
Consultant at Harvard Medical School,
ASHRAE Distinguished Lecturer and Member
of the ASHRAE Epidemic Task Group.

virus spread in hospitals and other
buildings at low-cost, and without
causing negative effects. It can also be
easily implemented in public buildings,
and in private and workplace
environments with relative ease.
Humidiﬁcation gives people a simple
means of actively combatting seasonal
respiratory infections.”
The petition speciﬁcally and directly
targets WHO because of the pivotal
role the organisation plays in setting
global guidelines for indoor air quality.
Today, there are no recommendations
from WHO on the minimum lower

It is now more
important than
ever to listen to
the evidence that
shows optimum
humidity can
improve our indoor
air quality and
respiratory health

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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The RUNTAL
RADIATOR is back!
With its origins dating back to 1965, produced in
Thomastown, Kilkenny, it’s easy to understand why
the Runtal Radiator brand name is synonymous
with quality and reliability. For over 50 years, the
Runtal Rad has delivered excellent heat output
and longevity and a classic style that has remained
an architectural favourite through the years.
Versatile has relaunched the product with no gap
to a great reception in the market.
What may be less known is
how far the Runtal Radiator has
evolved along its journey. It is
now available as a “family”
comprising the classic Runtal
Rad, the Runtal Rad Electric, the
Runtal High Security and the
Runtal Excelsior Column.
The beneﬁts of the line are
plentiful, including durability
and fast heat up. The versatility
of the Runtal range is also
extremely attractive, with triple
options for panels; inﬁnite sizes
from 4m long to 3m high;
horizontal and vertical models;
ﬂoor-mounted options; raised

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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access ﬂoor application option;
high pressure 2mm options;
bespoke connection positions;
and durable powder-coat
ﬁnishes in a wide range of
colours, including contemporary
metallic ﬁnishes that reﬂect
the evolution of the Runtal
Radiator.
For information on the Runtal
Rad range, or the complete
range of design-led heating,
cooling and ventilation solutions,
contact Versatile Group at
Tel: 046 – 902 9444;
email sales@versatile.ie;
www.versatile.ie Q

Runtal Rad Electric

Runtal Rad

12
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Runtal
Rad
Electric

The classic Runtal Rad has come a long way since
1965, with an electric model now available.
• EcoDesign provides energy
savings and cost beneﬁts
• Open window detection feature
• Horizontal and vertical models
• Wide choice of colours
• Made-to-measure option
• Short response time provides rapid heat up
• High thermal output heats large rooms rapidly

The Runtal Rad Range

Runtal Rad

Runtal High Security 2mm

Runtal Excelsior

Runtal Electric

Runtal Excelsior – Bespoke

Runtal Rad

Contact our heating specialists to support your projects
with our Runtal Rad range among a complete oﬀering of
design-led, sustainable indoor climate control solutions.

Beechmount Home Park,
Navan, Co. Meath
+353 46 902 9444
sales@versatile.ie

www.versatile.ie
Published
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Grundfos celebrates
75 years of pioneering
The Grundfos journey started in
the private home of founder Poul Due
Jensen. From humble beginnings in
his smithy, he made a difference for
people in their everyday lives. One
day he received an order for a small
automatic waterworks for a farm in
the area. At that time he was unable
to obtain a pump of satisfactory
quality, prompting him to develop
his ﬁrst pump Foss 1, nicknamed
‘the pig’ because of its design.
Poul Due Jensen

‘This year we are
celebrating what we
can accomplish when
working together. We
are celebrating our
colleagues, and our
efforts throughout
generations, committing
ourselves to the same
values, creating a
better future and
making an impact by
pioneering together’

Foss (running water) was a shallow
groundwater piston pump, designed
to pump water from wells up to seven
meters deep. It was a double-action
pump, which meant that it pumped
water at both the forward and the
backward motion of the piston. A
total of 26 pumps of this model
were produced and sold.
This proved to be a great success, and
as history shows, was the foundation
of the organisation that we know today.
Poul Due Jensen was a true pioneer and
a man ahead of his time. Grundfos
still strives to pioneer solutions, now
taking on the world’s water and
climate challenges and improving
the quality of life for people. It is
part of the company’s legacy and
caring philosophy.

Caring has been at the heart of
Grundfos’ values right from the
beginning, leaving a mark on
everything it does and inviting
everyone to make a difference. Besides
being an innovative spirit, Poul Due
Jensen was very conscious of
collaboration and made Grundfos an
inclusive workplace with room for
everyone, stating that everyone has
the power to contribute. “You must
believe you are something, and no
matter who you are, you have skills
that you and we can make use of
together,” he said.
This year Gundfos is celebrating its
75th anniversary as pump technology
pioneers and is proud to share the
same values and mindset with so
many colleagues all over the world.
“We celebrate the pioneering and
socially-responsible spirit that has
driven Grundfos since the beginning
and which continues to drive us today.
We carry that mindset forward, with a
profound commitment to ﬁght the
imminent climate and water
challenges affecting all of us,” says
Mads Nipper, Group President & CEO.
“Today, we have scaled our efforts,
working together with customers
across the globe to reduce energy

The evolution of
circulator pumps
1959 to 2001.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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initiatives. Group President and
CEO, Mads Nipper said: “On this
occasion we celebrate people,
partnerships and 75 years of driving
sustainability. We also celebrate
a 41% and 40% reduction of our
water consumption and carbon
footprint respectively around
the globe … simply because
sustainability is who we are.”

Foss 1, nicknamed “the pig”
because of its design

consumption and help ensure
clean water for all. Our talented
and diverse global team enables
us to constantly pioneer solutions
that shape our entire industry
and beyond,” he continues.
The value of working together
with regard to skills, positions,
hierarchy, culture and geography
was expressed this way by Poul
Due Jensen: “If you’re on your
own you can do a little, but you
can do a lot when you work
together to do the job,” he said,
crediting employees as a key
element to the results created.
Dedicated, skilful and loyal
employees have been part of
developing Grundfos over the
years, building on the values and
continuously adding new insights
and innovating capabilities to
take on new challenges. It has
always been like that, and so it
is intended for the future.
General Manager of Grundfos
Ireland, Liam McDermott said:
“This milestone reminds us of the
importance of partnership … one of
our company’s core values. Without
our partners, we would not be
where we are today. Our partners
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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have been, and will always be,
part of our story. Likewise, the 75th
anniversary celebrates not only the
company’s achievements but most
of all its people. Grundfos’ focus on
people is one of the pillars that
made the company withstand
the test of time.”
After many years serving the
Irish market through distributors,
Grundfos Ireland was established
in 1984 with two employees.
Now located in Ballymount, Dublin
12, Grundfos Ireland has 28
employees and has continued to
build a strong reputation as the
industry leader, producing
innovative, quality, reliable pumps
and services to the Irish market.
“This special year for Grundfos was
to be celebrated with customers
and colleagues, but due to the
COVID situation, these plans have
been delayed. I would like to take
this opportunity to thank all our
customers and business partners
for their support throughout the
years and look forward many more
years of successful business
together,” says McDermott.
Grundfos’ anniversary underscores
its commitments to sustainable

Grundfos is taking bold steps to
be climate-positive by 2025, to
provide water to 300 million
people and to save 50 billion
cubic meters of freshwater
by 2030.
“We know that
these targets
are challenging,
but then again
nothing
worthwhile is
ever easy,”
afﬁrms Nipper.
“Celebrating
our 75th
anniversary
The MAGNA3 is
during these
among the latest
unprecedented
generation of
intelligent, hightimes further
efﬁciency pumps.
reminds us of our
legacy, purpose and identity. Now
is the time to showcase who we
are and what we do – pioneer
solutions to the world’s water and
climate challenges and improve
quality of life for people.”
From humble origins and the
production of its ﬁrst pump in 1945,
through to today’s global workforce
of more than 19,000 and its advanced
digital solutions, Grundfos is known
globally as an innovator and leader.
Grundfos provides energy-efﬁcient
pumping solutions across diverse
segments including domestic,
commercial buildings, industries,
water utilities and pumps running
on renewable energy.
15
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SEAI ENERGY AWARDS 2020

SEAI Energy
Awards 2020
open for entries
The Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) has
announced details of the annual SEAI Energy Awards
and is calling on climate action champions to showcase
their achievements. Now in its 17th year, the SEAI
Energy Awards recognise and reward excellence in
sustainable energy in business, community, research,
buildings, renewables and public sector.
The Climate Action Plan has actions and targets across
every sector in society. Every organisation will need to step up
and make changes to how they manage their emissions. SEAI
is calling for entries from those organisations or individuals
who push the boundaries in energy efﬁciency best practice,
use innovative renewable energy solutions, or increase energy
awareness and inspire energy action among colleagues
or peers.
Entries can include any combination of electricity, heat or
transport initiatives and there are eight categories in total.
These are: Large Business; Small and Medium Business; Public
Sector;Community; Buildings; Renewable Energy; Energy
Manager or Team; Research and Innovation (which comes
with a bursary of up to F10,000).
Announcing the awards Fergus Sharkey, Head of Business
and Public Sector at SEAI, said: “Climate action continues to
be a critical challenge of our time and SEAI wants to recognise
those who are leading the charge, reshaping our communities
and businesses for a low carbon future. We want to give
recognition to those deserving individuals and organisations
who are taking bold steps in the right direction and inspiring
others through their action. If you believe this is your community,
your organisation or indeed you yourself, then I strongly

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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Research and Innovation Award 2019 – Minister Minister for
Communications, Climate Action and Environment, Richard
Bruton, TD with Eoghain O’Horgain and Ken McGrath, Ashleigh
Environmental Ltd.

encourage you to enter the SEAI Energy Awards 2020 so we
can celebrate your achievements.”
Last year, the top prize for Energy Team of the Year went
to NUI Galway for its ambitions to be one of the greenest
universities in the world. As part of its strategy, it created a
Green Campus Charter, encouraging and providing tools to
students and staff on how they can reduce energy use on
campus and in their homes. Already at 36% energy reduction,
NUIG continues to work towards its ambitious target of a
40% energy reduction by 2020.
Other winners of the 2019 Awards included Dún LaoghaireRathdown County Council (Public Sector); Flahavan’s, Waterford
(SME); Astellas Ireland, Kerry (Buildings); Kilanerin-Ballyfad
Community Development Association, Wexford (Sustainable
Energy Community); Ashleigh Environmental Ltd, Waterford
(Research and Innovation); and Tipperary Cooperative
Creamery Ltd (Large Business).
Closing date for entries is Friday, 19 June 2020. The winners
will be announced later in October. For further information on
the Awards and details on how to enter see www.seai.ie/
energyawards Q
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Call 057 9126974
www.grant.eu

Save time and maximise efficiencies on
new build & retrofit projects
Our Free Home Heating Design Service can provide greater long-term savings. Take advantage
of our team’s specialist knowledge and allow us to correctly size the heating system and specify
best suited heating products for the property, taking it to a new class of efficiency.
Service includes room by room heat loss calculations based on SR:50 guidelines, correct sizing
and combination of Grant products including the A+++ Aerona³ R32 air source heat pump,
A rated pre-plumbed hot water cylinders, Afinia aluminium radiators and Uflex underfloor
heating system. We can ensure NZEB standards (Part L) are met along with requirements for
EPC, CPC and BER certification.
Start the journey to zero carbon today in 3 easy steps…

Send house plans, contact number
& preference of heat emitters
heatpump@grantengineering.ie

A member of our team will
be in touch to discuss your
requirements

You will receive full property
specifications with recommended
products all available from Grant

All specified products are designed to work together as part of the Grant Multiple Package Solutions offering

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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CONDAIR
GAS-FIRED
HUMIDIFIER
Condair has introduced a
new condensing gas-ﬁred
humidiﬁer called the
Condair GS with a
condensing system that
transfers heat from exhaust
ﬂue gases into the incoming
water supply. This minimises
energy consumption by
reducing the need to
heat the water tank.
This feature also improves
humidity control, as the water being
introduced to the water tank is
pre-heated and therefore doesn’t
reduce the internal temperature
so greatly, or the steam output.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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Similar to the technology employed
in domestic gas boilers, the
introduction of condensing
technology in gas-ﬁred humidiﬁers
results in low-temperature ﬂue
gases and allows the use of PVC
ﬂues. This greatly simpliﬁes and
reduces the installation cost of the
humidiﬁcation system, as expensive
insulated stainless steels ﬂues are
not necessary.
Due to the lower cost of gas as an
energy source, gas-ﬁred humidiﬁers
offer substantial savings when
compared to more traditional electric
steam humidiﬁers. Replacing an
electric system with a gas-ﬁred
alternative can return on the
investment within one to two
years with savings thereafter.

The Condair GS is available in outputs
from 21 to 246kg/h from a single unit
with the smaller 21 and 41kg/h
models being very compact wallmountable units. This makes them
ideal replacements for electric steam
humidiﬁers, as these are typically
wall-mounted and of a similar output.
The latest touch-screen technology
is incorporated into the Condair GS
control panel, offering intuitive
control over operation and extensive
reporting options. All operating
parameters can be seen at a glance
with on-screen features offering the
user further information on system
diagnostics and detailed troubleshooting suggestions. A USB
connection allows performance data
to be downloaded into Excel for
advanced analysis, as well as allowing
software updates to be easily carried
out. BMS connectivity is included as
standard using Modbus, BACnet IP
and BACnet MSTP (slave) with options
for LonWorks and BTL certiﬁed BACnet.
Contact: Damien Power, Condair
Technical Area Sales Manager, Ireland
Tel: 091 – 507 120; email: ie.sales@
condair.com; www.condair.iee Q
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Exhaust Air Heat Pump

Ideal for
apartments
• Easy to install
• Heating, hot water
and ventilation
• No plant room
• No gas connection
• Quiet operation

COMFORTZONE
Always at the forefront

9 City East Business Park,
Ballybrit, Co Galway
Tel: 091-380 038 Fax: 091-380 039
Peamount Business Centre, Newcastle, Co Dublin
Tel: 01-610 9153 Fax: 01-621 2939
Email: info@unithermhs.ie
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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www.unithermhs.ie
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NEW BSI GUIDE

HYDROGENFIRED GAS
APPLIANCES
The British Standards Institute (BSI) has
introduced the industry’s ﬁrst hydrogen-ﬁred
gas appliances guide – PAS 4444 Hydrogen ﬁred gas
appliances guide – to help bring zero-carbon heating
and cooking appliances to homes and commercial buildings.
While a UK-speciﬁc development, it obviously has signiﬁcance
for Ireland given the marketplace similarities with regard to
natural gas installations.
PAS 4444 is the ﬁrst fast-tracked

standardisation document in the UK,
known as a Publicly Available
Speciﬁcation (PAS), to provide guidance
on the development and construction
of hydrogen-ﬁred gas appliances, which
are either purpose-built to use hydrogen
or are designed to be converted to
use hydrogen.
It sets out principles on functionality
safety, installation, operating and servicing
requirements for hydrogen-fuelled and
hydrogen and natural gas dual-fuelled or
converted appliances, including boilers,
cookers and ﬁres. It details the functional
appliance speciﬁcation, including
demonstration of safety and worst case
conditions along with limit-setting of
hydrogen supply pressures and voltages.
The guide can be used by appliance
manufacturers of hydrogen-ﬁred gas
appliances within the scope of the Gas
Appliance Regulations (in the
UK), by manufacturers

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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of conventional second-family gas
appliances that might be converted to
hydrogen at some date in the future,
and by notiﬁed bodies.
These guidelines have been produced
by a steering group made-up of
organisations from the UK hydrogen
and appliances eco-system. It has been
developed in support of Work Package 3
of the Hy4Heat Innovation Programme,
funded by the BEIS. Hy4Heat aims to
establish if it is technically possible, safe
and convenient to replace natural gas
with hydrogen in residential and commercial
buildings and gas appliances.
Scott Steedman, Director of Standards
at BSI said: “The government-funded
Hy4Heat programme has been pioneering
research and development of new
household appliances that will contribute
to the UK’s decarbonisation ambitions

by enabling the transformation of the
energy system. As part of the Hy4Heat
programme we have released PAS 4444,
a new standard developed with industry
experts and other stakeholders, which
could support a transition from natural
gas to hydrogen for cooking and heating
in the UK.”
Hy4Heat Programme Manager,
Heidi Genoni, added: “PAS 4444 is an
important milestone in the Hy4Heat
programme and provides great clarity
to the industry when working to develop,
test and certify appliances for use with
hydrogen gas. Appliance developers, as
part of the programme, will shortly be
delivering prototype boilers, cookers
and ﬁres, similar to today’s natural
gas ones, that we aim to exhibit and
demonstrate later in the year.”
See PAS 4444 for details. Q
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Hidros Commercial High-Efficiency Heat Pumps
Hidros high-efﬁciency heat pumps are speciﬁcally
designed for applications requiring maximum
efﬁciency when heating. Utilising the LHA/LZT range,
in conjunction with the WHK, system operating
temperatures of 78°C can be delivered, and at very

high COPs. They are ideal for applications such as
communal/district heating and schemes using heat
interface units. For data to support work alongside
gas-ﬁred water heaters, condensing boilers and CHP,
or SEAI approval, contact Euro Gas Ltd.

LHA and LZT Air
Source Series

WHK Water Source
• Water up to 78°C using source temperatures
from as little as 20°C
• Up to 301kW in a single unit
• Cascade options available
• COPs up to 5.83
• Sound pressure as low as 49dB
• 2013/811 EU and 2013/813 EU compliant

• Water up to 60°C (LZT - 65°C) and can operate
down to 20°C ambient temperature.
• Reversible 2-pipe, multifunctional 4-pipe
• Up to 463kW in a single unit (LZT - 105kW)
• Cascade options available
• Copeland ScrollTM compressors (LZT - E.V.I)
• R454B low GWP refrigerant available
• COPs up to 4.61 (LZT - 4.89)
• Sound pressure as low as 33dB
• 2013/811 EU and 2013/813 EU compliant

Southern Cross Business Park,
38B Boghall Road, Ballymorris, Bray, Co Wicklow.
Tel: by
01ARROW@TU
– 286 8244
Email:
Published
Dublin,
2020 sales@eurogas.ie

Euro Gas Advert June 2020.indd 1

www.eurogas.ie
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Training is free, quick and easy …

SEAI Online
Energy Academy
The Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) has
introduced a free online training resource to help businesses
reduce their energy costs. The SEAI Energy Academy can help
to lower energy bills by as much as 10%, potentially even
more, by educating businesses and employees on changing
energy use behaviours and effective energy management.
With the increasing societal focus
on climate change, and the unveiling
of the Government’s 2019 Climate
Action Plan, many businesses are
seeking to play their part in reducing
their climate impact. The SEAI Energy
Academy is an ideal starting point and
allows employees to upskill on energy
efﬁciency and avail of tailored online
training that can lead to important
business cost savings.
Commenting on the launch of the
SEAI Energy Academy, William Walsh,
CEO of SEAI said: “We realise that
businesses are facing very signiﬁcant
challenges right now with many
looking for opportunities to reduce
their cost base. Reducing energy use
can be a great place to start. SEAI is
here to help businesses on their energy
efﬁciency journey, helping them identify
energy saving opportunities and to
implement those changes.
“We planned the SEAI Energy
Academy as an online resource so it
is available to all businesses when
and where suits them best. This might
be additionally beneﬁcial for those
businesses with some or all staff still
working from home, or who are
planning for the resumption of normal
activities, hopefully in the not too
distant future.”
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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The SEAI Energy Academy offers
practical step-by-step energy training
tailored to speciﬁc business needs.
The online modules and courses are
quick and easy to complete and
cover a wide range of topics such as
energy and climate change; business

energy efﬁciency; lighting; heating;
refrigeration; electric vehicles; electricity
bill analysis; behavioural change; and
home energy efﬁciency. Further
modules are planned for the SEAI
Energy Academy and these will be
added throughout the year.
On completing a course, participants
will receive a Certiﬁcate of Completion
from SEAI which demonstrates a
company’s commitment to educating
staff about energy. These courses are
also a great way of engaging, upskilling
and retaining staff.
See www.seai.ie/energyacademy Q

The SEAI Energy Academy offers practical
step-by-step energy training tailored to
speciﬁc business needs
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New Pro HT Tanks
Maximise Energy Performance with
Panasonic’s New PRO-HT Tank

heating & cooling solutions
• High energy efficiency class of maximum A+*
• The units use a unique double layer coil which allows
the refrigerant to condense directly in the tank
• COP of up to 5.36 (A7/W10-55)

Hevac Limited
Muirfield Drive, Naas Road, Dublin 12,
Ireland D12 X0A3 t (01) 419 1919

www.hevac.ie
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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‘WILO-LIVE
ASSISTANT’
remote service
technical adviser
Resource scarcity,
climate change and
increasing urbanisation
are rapidly changing
the requirements on
water management
of the future. The
treatment and transport
of drinking water and
sewage are becoming
ever more complex
and technologically
sophisticated. To be
ﬁt for the future,
water infrastructure
will have to be
effective, sustainable
and reliable – and be
able to adapt ﬂexibly
to ﬂuctuating demand.
As a solutions provider,
Wilo develops individual
solutions for each project
by combining modern
technologies with
innovative applications
and comprehensive
services, and catering for
everything from planning
to commissioning and
maintenance.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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By integrating IT, sensor
technology and model applications,
Wilo’s solutions offer new ways to
improve the mapping, monitoring
and controlling of complex water
network infrastructure. These
solutions also improve the efﬁciency
and reliability of systems, reduce
costs, and make life easier for
building services engineers, installers,
system designers and other speciﬁers.
Wilo’s new digital service tool –
Wilo-Live Assistant – is a prime
example of this pioneering approach.
It is also particularly timely as it
coincides with its work supporting all
HSE buildings, hospitals and essential
testing service centres at Croke Park
and Páirc Uí Chaoimh. It operates

Derek Elton, Managing Director,
Wilo Ireland.

remotely and accommodates
unnecessary site interactions which is
a major advantage as the industry
returns to site activities.
What would it be like to always
have a technical advisor at your side
when servicing pumps, someone
who is there to answer every
question and solve every problem?
This is made possible by Wilo-Live
Assistant, the mobile solution for all
questions concerning pumps and
pump system solutions.
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“In addition to efﬁcient, reliable
pumps, our customers and partners
are increasingly attaching great
importance to premium services”,
explains Derek Elton, Managing
Director, Wilo Ireland. “As a digital
pioneer in the pump industry, we are
bringing a service to the market that
does not yet exist in this form and
that offers the customer an enormous
reduction in workload and thus real
added value.”
Wilo-Live Assistant works on a
device that every technician, plumber
or facility manager always carries with
him – the mobile phone. Customers
do not need to download an additional
app for this free service. If there is a
corresponding need, the customer
contacts Wilo’s service organisation
by telephone. Via encrypted SMS he
then receives a link through which
live video telephony is established.
Wilo experts connect to the mobile
phone via a secure connection.
“The Wilo customer service technician
can then see the picture of the mobile
phone camera on the computer,”
explains Wilo Service Manager, Thomas
Brennan. “Via the telephone we quasi
control the customer, e.g. details we
have to see more precisely or from
which angle we have to inspect a
component. Having identiﬁed the
precise problem we immediately take
remedial action, cutting the need for
additional site visits. We can also send
pictures or operating and installation
instructions directly to the mobile
device if they are not available and
needed at the time”.
Supporting Wilo-Live Asistant is
the team of engineering technicians
manning the established WiloLine
service. This ensures that the entire
Wilo portfolio is covered, whether for
building services engineering, water
management, industry or the OEM
sector. All data is stored securely on
servers of the service providers for
the duration of the consultation and
is immediately deleted at the end of
the conversation.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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Wilo-Live Assistant facilitates the new social
distancing norms as the industry returns to
work and will make our customers feel
more secure within the new protocols.

The system has been put through its
paces over the past few months in
over 40 countries, including Germany,
Austria, Russia, the UK and Ireland.
“Wilo-Live Assistant facilitates the
new social distancing norms as the
industry returns to work and will
make our customers feel more secure
within the new protocols,” concludes
Derek Elton.

Entire water cycle covered
As a responsible system provider, Wilo
has the whole water cycle covered
with its wide range of pumps, pump
accessories and services. Its

application expertise extends to (raw)
water extraction from wells or water
bodies, rainwater utilisation, water
puriﬁcation and water supply. The
portfolio also includes pressureboosting systems and is rounded off
with pump solutions for desalination
and for sprinkling in professional
irrigation/agriculture.
Whether for municipal water
management, industry, building
services, agriculture or construction
and mining, Wilo always works at
ﬁnding ever-more efﬁcient and
sustainable solutions, whatever
the project. Q

Wilo Park in Dortmund, Germany, the new state-of-the art production facility and ofﬁce
campus now in operation with the ofﬁcial opening due later this year following major
investment by Wilo SE at the HQ as it approaches the company’s 150th anniversary.
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Versatile
nZEB Radiator.

Versatile nZEB Radiator …
Right product, right
place, right time
Due to the Nearly Zero
Energy Buildings
(NZEB) regulations,
the demand for
Versatile Group’s
specially-designed
nZEB Radiator has
been phenomenal.
The success of this
recently-launched
solution has been
remarkable, with the
nZEB Radiator winning
“most innovative
product” award at
the Irish Construction
Industry Awards
last year.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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“Solution” is key here, as the nZEB
radiator provides a solution to consultants
and architects designing a heat pump
or district heating system. Using the
nZEB Radiator ensures the size remains
compact, equating to about a 60%
reduction in size versus a traditional
radiator with low ﬂow temperatures.
The water content is also dramatically
reduced by 90%, therefore reducing
the inertia in the system. The lowering
of the inertia is critical in modern builds
to provide a more rapid response to
“free” heat sources such as solar gain,
occupancy or cooking.
The nZEB Radiator is also available
for free/dry cooling if required, where
a designer is concerned about overheating in the dwelling.
For information on the complete
nZEB range of heating, cooling and
ventilation solutions, contact
Versatile Group at 046 - 902 9444;
email: sales@versatile.ie;
www.versatile.ie Q

Versatile Mini Canal Trench Heater, part
of the nZEB Radiator family.

nZEB Radiator CPD Webinar
Versatile has developed a 45-minute
Evolution to nZEB Radiators CPD
webinar accredited by CIBSE and
RIBA, which explores the recent
advances in low water content
heating and compliance with
increasingly strict nZEB standards.
Register at versatile.ie/cpd-seminars
26
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RESIDENTIAL VENTILATION

Options to meet Part F?

01
02
03

MEV – Mechanical Extract Ventilation
 Continuous extraction of air from “wet” rooms
 A central ventilation unit in a cupboard or loft space
 Humidity and manual speed control

DCV – Demand-Controlled Ventilation
 Continuous extraction of air from “wet” rooms
 Self-balancing constant adjustable pressure saves energy
 Humidity and PIR controlled system

MVHR – Mechanical Ventilation with Heat Recovery
 Continuous supply and extract ventilation in one system
 Heat exchange to recover energy usually lost through other
ventilation methods

04

DMEV – Decentralised Mechanical Extract Ventilation

05

PIV – Positive Input Ventilation

www.solerpalau.ie

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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 Continuous low-trickle extract, usually wall-mounted
 No need for ducted systems
 Rapid extraction on demand with PIR or humidity options
available

 A fan (usually in roof space) supplies air via a central hallway
or landing
 Introduces slight positive pressure to push water-vapour out
of natural leakages in the property

Tel: 01 412 4020 sales.ie@solerpalau.com
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Grant is now offering all
heating system speciﬁers and
designers a free-of-charge
home heating design service.

Grant’s ‘Home Heating
Design Service’
Grant’s free-of-charge
home heating design
service is helping those
working on new-build and
retroﬁt projects save time
and have the property’s
full heating requirements
designed and quoted
under one roof.
On receipt of planning drawings, the
Grant technical team carry out full roomby-room heat loss calculations based on
SR:50 guidelines which prove compliance
with Part L of the Building Regulations
for new builds. This is followed by the
speciﬁcation of correctly-sized heating
technologies based on the heat load for
each individual room, including the main
heat source required for the property and
identiﬁcation of appropriate supporting
technologies such as hot water storage
and modern heat emitters.
Commenting on the Grant Heating
Design Service Barry Gorman, National
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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Renewable Sales Manager, said: “This
service helps architects, engineers and
builders working on or planning new-build
and deep retroﬁt projects save time. In
addition to providing room-by-room
heatloss calculations and specifying the
best suited heating products for the
property, our team will work with the
speciﬁer to ensure compliance with Energy
Performance Coefﬁcient (EPC) and Carbon
Performance Coefﬁcient (CPC) requirements,
and that 20% of the total energy use of
building is sourced from renewables.
We also work with the BER assessor for
the project to ensure future compliance
and Building Energy Rating (BER)
certiﬁcation.”
It is this technical insight and careful
combination of heating technologies and
smart controls from the Grant product
portfolio that ensures the heating solution
is bespoke to the new-build or retroﬁt
property, bringing it into a new class of
efﬁciency. Heating technologies featured
in Grant’s Multiple Package Solutions
offering which may be recommended for
the property include the A+++ Aerona³
R32 inverter-driven air source heat pump,
as the main heat source. This is available

in four outputs and offers a sustainable
form of heating.
Once the main heat source is selected,
additional technologies are speciﬁed to
support the system’s overall efﬁciency
including Grant’s pre-plumbed hot water
cylinders. These A-rated cylinders are
highly versatile as they can work with
one or more heat source and are conﬁgured
for two heating zones and a domestic
water zone.
The ﬁnal stage focuses on selecting the
correct heat emitters to suit both the
property and the heat source’s needs.
Grant’s range of heat emitters includes
the popular Uﬂex underﬂoor heating
system, Aﬁnia aluminium radiators and
Grant Solo fan convector radiators.
To avail of Grant’s free-of-charge home
heating design service send drawings,
a contact number and your preference
of heat emitters to heatpump@
grantengineering.ie and you will receive
a prompt response.
See Grant’s full range of innovative
heating solutions at www.grant.eu and
follow Grant on Facebook and on Twitter
@GrantIRL or Instagram @Grant_IRL.
Think Heating. Think Grant.
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Panasonic: 100 Years of Product Innovation,
Leading the Way in R32
At Panasonic, we believe in technologies that improve people’s lives. Which is why we have developed a
complete range of residential and commercial R32 systems that will offer you the solution that perfectly
matches your project requirements. Available in an extensive range of capacities and styles - all
complimented by excellent performance, efficiency and lower environmental impact.

R32 – a “small” change that changes everything

R32
NEW REFRIGERANT GAS

R32
NEW REFRIGERANT GAS

ifying
ency
with a

R32
NEW REFRIGERANT GAS

Discover the range now at www.aircon.panasonic.ie
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ComfortZone – exhaust air
Excellence from Unitherm
Unitherm Heating Systems has teamed up with
the Swedish company ComfortZone to bring its
pioneering range of ComfortZone Excellence exhaust
air heat pumps to the Irish market. Unitherm is
already an established and leading supplier of heat
pumps in Ireland and this new partnership with
ComfortZone extends its offering to cater for the
emerging exhaust air sector.
Living with a poor-performing
heat pump inspired ComfortZone
founders Gunnar Hedlund and Kent
Andersson – an innovative mechanical
engineer and experienced mechanical
contractor – to combine their
respective skills and strengths to
devise a new heat pump solution
that is now available in Ireland.
“Innovative design, pioneering
technology and advanced engineering
are the hallmarks of the ComfortZone
range,” says Declan Kissane of Unitherm
Heating Systems. “For example, it was
the ﬁrst Swedish manufacturer of heat
pumps with an inverter controlled
compressor, while an electronic

expansion valve – which controls the
cooling circuit more accurately – is
another example where it leads R&D
in exhaust air technology.”
Ideal for apartments, the basic
principle of an exhaust air heat pump
is that the energy in the warm indoor
air is recycled and sent back to the
house via underﬂoor or radiator heat.
The ComfortZone fan extracts heat
from the air from all the wet rooms in
the house and this then passes through
the heat pump, where the heat is
recycled, is exchanged in temperature,
and sent back to the house as waterbased heat. See graphic below.
A by-product of the process is cooled

How the ComfortZone Excellence exhaust air heat pump works.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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ventilation of -15ºC which can be
expelled through a cold vent to outside,
and fresh indoor air taken into the
house via wall or window vents. The
user sets the desired temperature and
the heat pump will handle the rest,
regardless of outdoor temperature.
There are currently three models
in the range –3.5kW; 5kW and
6.5kW – and all have an integrated
170lt cylinder. In addition, there are
two low-rise (160 cm) models, the
EX50L and EX65L. These require
separate stand-alone hot water tanks
and are mostly used where there are
low ceilings.
ComfortZone has also invested
heavily in making the interface
more user-friendly. Clear symbols,
a graphical presentation of savings
and opportunities to ﬁne-tune the
heat curve with ease, are some examples
of what can be achieved through the
icon-based full colour display.
Features and beneﬁts
• Easy to install;
• Provides heating, hot water and
ventilation;
• No plant room;
• No gas connection required;
• Integrated time clock;
• Integrated thermostat;
• Quiet operation;
• Smart App control.
ComfortZone also offers a T12
module that provides a full mechanical
ventilation system. A heating coil in
the unit is fed from the heat pump
with hot water while a heat battery
in the assembly is fed from the heat
pump hot water. As the air passes this
battery it is heated to 17ºC. Via a fan
and a duct system, the pre-heated
fresh air supply is then blown into
the house. In this way, incoming air
can be preheated using recycled
ventilation air from a ComfortZone
Excellence exhaust air heat pump.
The unit also ﬁlters the air from
soot, dust pollen, etc.
Contact: Unitherm Heating Systems.
Tel: 01 – 610 9153; 091 – 380 038;
email: info@unithermhs.ie;
www.unithermhs.ie Q
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Building
your
business
requires
trusted
partners

Today, more than ever, good business is
about mutually-beneﬁcial and well-balanced
trading partnerships. Creating, sustaining and
growing such partnerships is a demanding process
that, in addition to the delivery of
quality products and services, requires
informed communication. Existing and
potential clients need to know about,
and fully understand, what you provide.
Building Services Engineering is the means
by which to do that. We are the partner
that bridges that communications gap
and helps you cement the partnerships
that underpin your business.
Building Services Engineering
print and online.
Visit our website:

www.buildingservicesnews.com

Facebook
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CONDAIR GS

New condensing
gas-fired steam
humidifier

The new Condair GS provides hygienic steam
humidification at a third of the energy cost of
electric steam humidifiers.
Its condensing technology uses heat
from the exhaust gases to pre-heat the
incoming water. This saves energy and reduces
flue gas temperatures, allowing for economic
plastic rather than stainless steel flues.

Discover more about the Condair GS
www.condair.ie/GS
T: +353 (0)91 507 120

Humidity Control and
Evaporative Cooling
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Water, the

LIFEBLOOD
of buildings
Key considerations to keep it ﬂowing
In these extraordinary times,
building owners of all types,
including hospitals, need to
have conﬁdence in their critical
systems. Many people are
working every day to keep
critical buildings operating
24/7. Indeed, as populations
grow and more buildings are
constructed, so does the demand
for clean water and energy
efﬁcient building solutions.
Different construction projects
have varying demands and
needs, including hospitals and
residential homes. It is important
that systems are designed
according to the project’s
speciﬁc requirements, and a
bespoke system may be needed.
Here Kevin Devine, General
Manager Sales – Ireland, Xylem
Water Solutions, shares some
key considerations in this
current environment when
keeping buildings operating
safely and efﬁciently is more
important than ever.

Water is the lifeblood of any
building. Supplied by an urban
water utility, it needs to be
distributed inside the building
to meet the actual demand and

Reliable drinking water

Kevin Devine, General Manager of Sales at
Xylem Water Solutions, Ireland.

»
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pressure at any time. We expect a
constant, continuous ﬂow of water.
This is achieved by way of constant
pressure systems with variable
frequency drives that speed up or
slow down the pump depending
on a household’s water
requirements. The result is reliable,
constant pressure on demand.
Modern hot water recirculation
systems provide instant hot water
when the tap is opened. Systems
fed by a central heating or district
hot water supply require efﬁcient
hot water circulators to run
energy efﬁciently. Hot water
recirculation is about saving
water and safety. With a
recirculation system, the water in
the pipework will always be
above 55°C and thereby free from
bacteria, such as legionella, which
can contaminate water, and be
transported in water systems.
Specialist treatment systems
ensure continuously-high water
quality by disinfecting drinking
water, cooling water and
efﬁciently handling wastewater.

How we manage
water needs careful
consideration.
Buildings must be
designed to be
water efﬁcient,
ﬂood resilient and
save energy at the
same time.

With water systems in buildings
under more strain, it is more
crucial than ever that we can
count on reliable drinking water
supply, clog-free wastewater
systems and water densiﬁcation.
Therefore, there is absolutely no
room for error. Whether it’s an
emergency replacement of a
pressure boosting station, an
extension of the wastewater system
for a hospital, repair parts for
existing pumps in apartment blocks
or even service and maintenance
work, the access to 24/7 support
on standby is crucial to keep
water systems up and running.

Wastewater challenge
Collection and disposal of
wastewater can be a real
32
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challenge, especially in hospitals
and other public buildings when
waste from a kitchen, or nappy
and sanitary towel disposal lead
to clogging. Reliable products
and sound pump system design
are crucial to ensure safe
wastewater removal, without
effecting the living conditions or
the environment at minimal cost
to owners. A recently built
hospital in Palermo, Italy, is one
such example where effective
treatment of wastewater during
this crisis was handled.

Pressure sewage system
A pressure sewage system (PSS) is
a smart, economical alternative
for more remote areas. The
system consists of a branched,
small-diameter pipe system and
is based on small pump stations
located near homes. Wastewater
is discharged to pump stations
for subsequent transportation to

31

About Xylem
Xylem (XYL) is a leading global
water technology company
committed to solving critical
water and infrastructure
challenges with technological
innovation. It has 16,000
employees and total revenues
of F4.85 billion in 2019. It is
totally committed to creating
a more sustainable world by
enabling customers to optimise
water and resource management,
and to helping communities
in more than 150 countries
become water-secure.
See www.xylem.com/ie

Right: Flygt
Concertor
wastewater
pump.

Left: Xylem’s
new ecocirc
for heating
systems.
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treatment plants. These systems
can be applied in any scale. In
modern buildings there is a focus
on high comfort with low energy
consumption. This means that all
components, including
pumps, must be energy
efﬁcient, adapt to
the current need
and play their
part in a big,
complex system.
Booster sets
address the
increasing demand
in water delivery to
all users, hospitals and
communities and, when
it comes to groundwater
and rainwater, this must be
removed quickly and efﬁciently

to prevent damage to buildings.
Sizing pumps to remove
excess water takes care of
everyday rain events and can
prevent ﬂooding. Meanwhile,
dewatering applications demand
tough yet versatile pumps that
can handle speciﬁc local conditions
such as silt, sand and gravel.
As the number of new
buildings being built in Ireland
increases, how we manage water
needs careful consideration.
Buildings must be designed to
be water efﬁcient, ﬂood
resilient and save energy at
the same time.
For more information on
water technology solutions
across the lifecycle of use see
www.xylem.com/ie Q
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Aquarius tank system
… ‘the original of the species’
When Graham Fay of Calpeda Pumps Ireland conceived the
notion of the Calpeda Aquarius tank system almost a decade
ago, it was so innovative that the marketplace had difﬁculty
understanding the concept. However, that scenario has now
dramatically changed. There are over 8,000 Aquarius units
already installed on projects throughout the country with
sales of new units now averaging 100 plus per week.
As the originator of the concept,
Aquarius is still the ﬁrst-preference choice
of speciﬁers, installers and developers.
While its innovative design and engineering
excellence are critical in speciﬁers’ decisionmaking, the fact that it is an Irish-conceived
invention that is manufactured and
tested in Ireland is an added beneﬁt. It
also carries the Guaranteed Irish label.
“At Calpeda Pumps Ireland we have
spent over 20 years designing and delivering
customised pump solutions to meet the
requirements of a wide range of projects
and applications,” says Fay. “Our ability
to create engineering-led solutions comes
from a unique mix of innovative pumps
that are complemented by a team of
in-house specialists offering design advice
and technical support. These strengths are
reinforced further as we are part of the
Italian pump giant Calpeda SPA and have
full access to their R&D, technical and
back-up supports.
“Having identiﬁed a need for a selfcontained, integrated pump and water
storage solution, we harnessed these
collective strengths and invented the
Aquarius concept. It is designed speciﬁcally
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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for the Irish marketplace, is manufactured
in our own production facility in Dublin 15,
and is fully accredited to, and badged
with, the Guaranteed Irish symbol. It is
something we are very proud of at Calpeda
Pumps Ireland, and especially so since
other leading market players are now
using Aquarious as the industry benchmark
to be emulated.”
Aquarius is designed to meet the
demand for a self-contained, integrated
pump and water storage solution and is
suitable for applications such as houses,
apartments, retail, commercial, hospitality,
nursing homes, sports clubs and gyms.
Reﬂecting this versatility, there are multiple
tank size options in capacities ranging
from 100lt to 2000lt, and various pump
sizes with pressures up to 12 bar and
ﬂow of 183 litres/minute. Tanks can be
inter-connected for larger capacities.
This range of tank sizes and tank
shapes means that Calpeda Aquarius is
suitable for a wide array of applications
in a variety of house types and locations.
The range is manufactured in Dublin so
project-speciﬁc solutions can also be
created, and with a quick turnaround.

Calpeda Pumps Ireland Managing Director
Graham Fay.

The installer has also been considered,
with initial installation and future
servicing kept simple. Everything relating
to the pump is incorporated into the
self-contained special screw-on/off lid.
Servicing the pump is also straightforward and, should the need arise to
replace it, the lids are interchangeable,
so the installer simply needs to extract
the old pump and drop in the new unit.
Every tank is manufactured from
non-toxic, high-density polyethylene and
certiﬁed for use with drinking water. All
the materials used are non-corrodible and
are UV, mould, algae and lichen resistant,
while every tank is fully pressure tested
and certiﬁed prior to dispatch. All carry
the “Guaranteed Irish” symbol and come
with a 2-year warranty.
All Calpeda Aquarius tanks come
complete with secure access lid, screened
vent, and dry-run protection built in as
standard. The pumps use jacketed motor
technology in order to prevent heat
transfer to the stored liquid, while
pressure control options are possible
via the patented Calpeda IDROMAT®
and EASYMAT® variable speed controls.
Contact: Calpeda Pumps Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 861 2200;
email: info@calpedaireland.com;
www. ie.calpeda.com Q
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2-YEAR
WARRANTY

Calpeda Aquarius® Tank System
Features and Benefits
Q Very quiet operation (48DB)
Q Ideal in areas where mains pressure is low
or inconsistent
Q Certified for use with drinking water
Q Over 30 different pump options
Q Jacketed motor technology
Q Dry-run protection built in as standard
Q Pressures up to 12 Bar and flow of
183 litres/minute
Q Forty different water tank size options
(100lt to 2000lt)
Q Pressure control options
Q Outlet drain connections of 11/4” and 1”
fitted as standard
Q Tanks can be inter-connected for larger
storage capacities
Q All units fully leak and pressure-tested,
and certified

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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“Calpeda Aquarius, the Irish
designed and manufactured
tank system, meets the
demand for a self-contained,
integrated pump and water
storage solution.”
Calpeda Pumps Ireland Ltd
Unit 5 Old Quarry Campus
Northwest Business Park
Phase 3
Blanchardstown, D15 Y4EK
Tel: 01- 861 2200; email: info@calpedaireland.com

www. ie.calpeda.com 35
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PROJECT PROFILE

Upgrade to Mount Anville Girls
Secondary School heating system

Mount Anville Girls
Secondary School is a wellestablished school dating
back to 1853 when it was
set up by the Society of the
Sacred Heart order. Since
then, there have been a
number of alterations and
extensions to the original
buildings. T Bourke has
had a long-standing
relationship with the school
and has been providing
mechanical and electrical
services on an ongoing
basis for many years.

Both boilers were at the end of their
life-cycle and there were also many
inbuilt inefﬁciencies within the system,
including issues with maintaining the
DHW temperatures throughout the
school.
It was decided to replace the boiler
plant with a modular high-efﬁciency
boiler system using the new-generation
Remeha GAS220 series. So, ﬁve 300kW
boilers in a back-to-back conﬁguration,
using a cascade frame kit was proposed.
The new boilers used the footprint
of one of the existing boilers and
this freed up sufﬁcient space to
accommodate a system separation
arrangement using Cipriani stainless
steel plate heat exchangers. This was

installed to separate the new boiler plant
from the existing LTHW system as there
is a mix of metals on the secondary side
which was made up of a mixture of
gun-barrel, copper and even some
original cast-iron pipework.
As there were issues with providing
a reliable supply of DHW using the
original caloriﬁer, it was decided to
replace this with a Lochinvar gas-ﬁred
condensing type hot water heater. The
main advantages of this was the increase
in the overall efﬁciency as the storage
quantity was reduced from 2,000 litres
to 400 litres, but with a recovery rate
that was much higher than the original
caloriﬁer. The modulating operation of
the burner also matched the exact

I

n 2018, T Bourke invited Euro Gas
to advise on the most suitable
options to upgrade the overall
heating plant. There were two existing
gas-ﬁred cast-iron boilers that were
approximately 20 years old. They
provided the LTHW for the various
services, including the school’s radiator
heating system, as well as a large 2,000
litre indirect caloriﬁer.
Left: Overview of original layout. Right: One of the original boilers.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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demands from the DHW system. In
addition, the stand-alone DHW heater
could be used outside of normal
operating hours and the DHW was no
longer dependant on the LTHW system.
There were persistent issues with air
and dirt in the LTHW system and, in
order to protect all of the new plant,
a Spirotech SpiroTrap with an integral
magnet was used on the main LTHW
return to capture system dirt and sludge,
as well as metallic particles found in
magnetite. As there is a large volume of
water in the system, a Spirotech S400
degasser was proposed to remove
absorbed air and micro bubbles.
Following the summer shutdown of
the school in July 2019 the installation
proceeded. All of the existing boiler
and DHW plant was removed and, due
to the modular arrangement of the
Remeha GAS 220 Ace boiler cascade
kit, the installation of the entire boiler
plant took less than three days. The
cascade kit included:
• the main ﬂow, return and gas
header as well as all interconnecting
pipe and ﬁttings, including the
non-return valves;
• VSD type boiler primary pumps;
• safety valves and isolating valves.
Once the boilers and the Lochinvar
EcoCharger were in their ﬁnal positions,
a common ﬂue system was installed. As
all of the plant is condensing type with
very low ﬂue gas temperatures, Dinak
single-wall stainless steel was used
within the plantroom, while the hot
water heater was also integrated into
this system. The common ﬂue system
then converted to a twin-wall stainless
steel system externally. The Dinak
ﬂue components use a male/female
connection with internal Viton seal
and locking v-band on each joint. All
components are CE certiﬁed and
exceed current EN requirements.
The twin Cipriani plate heat
exchangers were then installed along
with the Spirotech dirt trap and
degasser and the pressurisation system
was also upgraded to improve the
overall reliability of the LTHW system.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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The Remeha boiler cascade system with common ﬂue.

There was also an upgrade to the
BMS system and this allowed individual
time control for the boiler plant and
the DHW heater.
Part of the Remeha function of the
boiler is the ability to sequence the
boilers based on a lead/lag arrangement
with sequence reversal of the lead
boiler. In addition, to improve the
overall efﬁciency of the boiler plant,
the internal controls also allow for
direct weather compensation of the
boilers so that the ﬂow temperature

automatically adjusts in relation to
outside temperature changes.
Frank O’Reilly of T Bourke says of the
project: “The client is extremely happy
with the new installation. The simplicity
of operation and controls has made a
big difference to the end user. Also,
running costs have been reduced due
to the higher efﬁciency and modular
boiler set up. The old plant was costing
a lot in just keeping it running so we
are now just scheduling an annual
service call.” Q

Overview of the completed plantroom.
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CIBSE NEWS

CIBSE Ireland to lead
as industry embraces
new challenges
The Annual General Meeting of
the CIBSE Republic of Ireland Region
was recently held through video
conference because of the Covid-19
restrictions on group gatherings.
Despite the challenges posed, the
occasion proved very successful with
a considerable number of members
participating.
The agenda followed established
AGM protocols with the Secretary,
Treasurer, Branch Almoner and outgoing
Chair delivering their respective reports,
followed by the election of the ofﬁcers
and committee members.
Their reports reﬂected a very successful
year with the usual CPD programme,
golf outing, 5-side football
and other regular
meetings and events
complemented by
the introduction
of the Workshare

Michael Curran,
Chair, CIBSE Ireland.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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Programme and the activities of the
re-energised CIBSE YEN.
Proceedings concluded with the
address of the incoming Chair who, for
the 2020/2021/2022 term of ofﬁce is
Michael Curran. While previous speakers
addressed past events, Michael focussed
on the future and his comments and
thoughts are reproduced here in full.
Incoming Chair’s Address
“When the committee agreed this date
and my nomination was put forward,
I started to look at some objectives
and wording for my address. When I
wrote it a few weeks ago the view was
different, and this has altered my
thought process and early objectives.
I feel it only right to start my
address with an expression of
admiration for our frontline
staff during the Covid-19
crisis. While we acknowledge
healthcare personnel as the
lead frontline staff, a lot of
our own colleagues – such
as engineering consultants,
contractors, specialist installers,
suppliers and maintenance
teams – are working hard

CIBSE Ireland Ofﬁcers
Chair: Michael Curran
Immediate Past Chair:
Mona Holtkötter
Vice Chair: Stephen Weir
Hon Secretary: Sarah Callaghan
Hon Treasurer: James Porter
Branch Almoner: Paul Martin
Events & Publicity: Pat Lehane
CIBSE UK Vice President: Kevin Kelly
BIM Representative: Keith Brazil
SLL Representative: Menekse Kaya
CIBSE YEN Chair: Ryan Loney
around the clock keeping the systems
and lights on without much fanfare.
Our outgoing Chair Mona Holtkötter
has led by example and introduced a
lot of initiatives to encourage and help
members fully immerse in the CIBSE
group. I would like to offer my sincere
thanks to Mona for all the effort and
time during the past year … also James
and Coco for their understanding!
I spoke recently to a group of secondyear students about building services
engineering and outlined the scale and
magnitude of what a career in the
sector can provide. Building services
engineering was once described to me
as a large jigsaw with engineers and
contractors involved in designing and
installing the M&E systems to bring life
to the structure. Installations can consist
of numerous pieces which, when
correctly designed and installed, provide
our clients with usable buildings.
40
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Increasing energy bills, the need to reduce carbon emissions and the raft of
challenging legislation are driving the demand for alternative forms of
domestic heating to improve energy efﬁciency.
The Ecodan system provides reliable affordable heating and hot water to
help reduce your energy bills and your carbon emissions. If you’re looking to
replace your existing heating system our award winning Ecodan range is
perfect for any property type.
Heat Pump technology has been used around the world for decades and
Mitsubishi Electric have developed the Ecodan range – one of the most
advanced heating systems available today.
See mitsubishielectric.ie/heating for more or locall 1890 326 326

Control with
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CIBSE YEN site visit to Glen Dimplex, Dunleer – Chris Husk and Ethan McGloin, JV Tierney; Oisin Hannon, TU Dublin; David Ferrero, Waterman-Moylan; Kevin
Wylie, CJK Engineering; Ewan O’Reilly, JV Tierney; Michael Solace, Gaffney Mechanical; John O’Reilly, Cobec Engineering; Keith Haughton and Declan Glynn,
PJ Duffy & Sons; Robert Farrell, Tritech Engineering; Seamus Lane, Tritech Engineering. Seated: Ryan Loney, JV Tierney and Chair, CIBSE YEN Ireland Branch;
Julia Grillio, Cobec Engineering; Mona Holtkötter, Chair, CIBSE Ireland; Jonathan Jennings, Glen Dimplex Ireland and Eshwar Pawar, Waterman-Moylan.

When I started back in 1997 in Heavey
Kenny Associates in Galway we used
ink and tracing paper … you daren’t
make a mistake as the likelyhood of
making a hole in the page was high.
Also, the smell of ammonia when
copying was overwhelming. Gradually
AutoCAD became the norm with 3D
drawings. Now this is being superseded
by BIM through Revit and other
simulation packages and specialist
design engineering packages.
The core knowledge is the same
but putting it together is critical. It’s

important as system designers that we
take the time to engage and collaborate
with clients, students and educators,
specialist industry suppliers, mechanical
and electrical consultants and industry
peers to generate the interest in the
sector. We need to encourage secondlevel students and CAO applicants to
undertake courses in building services
engineering, be it mechanical,
electrical, lifts, lighting, acoustics,
energy, BIM or M&E estimating.
CIBSE Ireland introduced a successful
pilot scheme in Dublin where a

consultant and contractor on a project
collaborate to allow an employee of
each spend time experiencing the
opposite team. The scheme has worked
successfully and will be undertaken
again this year. It is important that
this scheme be developed in the
CIBSE Ireland regions and expanded
on to make it a successful project.
Building services is changing every
day and, while we might all think we
are experts, we have a lot to learn.
I was once told by a wise engineer that
while you might know everything,
there is a specialist supplier dealing
with innovations in a technology that
you need on a daily basis. Make
contact and keep informed.
CPDs
It is important as engineers, contractors,
suppliers and installers that we
engage with continuing professional
development (CPD). It is essential that
we attend CPD events to support and
CIBSE Ireland Annual Golf Outing 2019 –
Overall winners Team McKeon Group: Bernard
Byrne, Stephen Weir, John Garry and Chris Dore
with Mona Holtkötter, CIBSE Ireland Chair.
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promote the industry, but also to learn and network with
our peers.
CIBSE Ireland also hosts regular events on membership
and training. Engineers and contractors should connect
with one of these to ascertain the level of competency
they are at. CIBSE Ireland promotes the building services
industry in Ireland and membership of CIBSE allows free
access to the CIBSE Knowledge portal and CIBSE guides,
which are invaluable.
Promotion/advertising
Our colleagues in the RIAI market themselves very well
when they complete a project, using smart camera images
and details of fabulous window views and vistas. For the
most part, on the other hand, we sign over the building
and just leave the place running. Ironically, the projects
in question very often incorporate more dynamic
engineering elements and features that overshadow
the architectural details.
Over my term I hope to engage and collaborate with
Engineers Ireland, ASHRAE, ACEI and other professional
bodies to focus on building services engineering. I hope
to encourage more of our members to commit time to
technical committees and representation on standards
boards etc, and also to develop our relationship with
SEAI. In addition, I intend to visit the regions and to help
promote CPD attendance and engagement with local
second- and third-level colleges.
I hope, that through collaboration, the building
services industry creates a legacy that promotes and
sustains healthy living and work environments. We need
to continue to adapt to the changing times we live in,
and to provide leadership by embracing and promoting
new technologies and system innovations that deliver
truly sustainable solutions.” Q

EXTENSIVE
DEHUMIDIFIER
RANGE

Industrial desiccant driers

Condensing dehumidifiers

Wall-mounted systems

Ceiling-mounted units

Swimming pool systems

Drying and cooling

Whatever humidity control requirement your next
project has, our comprehensive range means we
have the perfect drier for your needs.

Contact us for free expert advice
CIBSE Workshare – Back row: Richard Vaughan, Principal Mechanical
Engineer and Cian Dowling, Director, both of Axiseng; Ciaran Morgan,
HR Director, Harry Irvin, Contracts Manager and Thomas Sheridan,
Project Manager, all of Winthrop Engineering & Contracting; and Pat
Lehane, CIBSE Ireland Workshare Programme Coordinator. Front row:
Mona Holtkötter, Chair, CIBSE Ireland with Kerry Taylor, Mechanical
Design Engineer, Axiseng and Tom Egan, Project Engineer, Winthrop
Engineering & Contracting.
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Web: www.condair.ie

Humidification and
Evaporative Cooling
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CALPEDA IRELAND
Pioneering unique pump
solutions for 21 years
Reaching the 21-year milestone is a major
achievement for any business but, given that
Calpeda Pumps Ireland has done so in the face
the unprecedented consequences of the ﬁnancial
crash of 2008, makes it all the more signiﬁcant.
Established by Managing
Director Graham Fay, the core
philosophy has always been solutions
based. While the Calpeda portfolio
is extensive, Graham and his team
complement that with engineering
excellence and system design support.
Client engagement is on the basis that
every project is unique, requiring its
own speciﬁc solution.

in-house specialists, devises tailor-made
solutions to satisfy local requirements.
The service delivered invariably includes
design advice and technical support,
along with guidance on appropriate
product selection in the context of
the overall system and the project’s
application needs.
While Calpeda Pumps Ireland has a
full range of pumps to cater for domestic,

This approach has underpinned the
company’s growth and success over
the last 21 years and seen it deliver
customised pump solutions across the
full spectrum of the building services
sector. As part of the Italian pump giant
Calpeda SPA, Calpeda Pumps Ireland
harnesses all the strengths and beneﬁts
of this industry-leading multinational
and, using the expertise of its own

commercial, industrial and specialist
applications, the emphasis on
providing engineered pump solutions
for speciﬁc projects has led to some
pioneering innovations. As new industry
requirements become apparent in
terms of regulation compliance and
the evolving marketplace, an ability to
embrace these changes and devise new
solutions is essential. Calpeda Pumps

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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Ireland has excelled in this regard, its
unique Aquarius self-contained, integrated
pump and water storage solution setting
an industry benchmark that other
market players are now emulating.
Equally important is the manner of
delivery of these solutions. While
ﬁrmly-structured management and
operational procedures are in place,
they are not set in stone. Flexibility is
key and this is reﬂected in Calpeda
Pumps’ willingness to engage and
listen, and to apply its experience and
knowledge to deliver a dynamic service.
No matter what the application or
requirement, Calpeda Pumps (Ireland)
will devise an engineering-led solution
that is energy-efﬁcient, regulation
compliant, cost-effective, and that will
deliver optimum performance over
a long life-cycle.
Another strength is that Calpeda
Pumps Ireland has access to not just the
products but all the other resources of
Calpeda SPA. This Italian-based pump
manufacturer has a global market reach
and is committed to the research, design
and manufacture of innovative pumping
products and systems. The portfolio is
extensive and includes solutions for
domestic applications, industrial ﬁelds,
groundwater, wastewater and sewage
applications, for civil plants, the
building services sector, agricultural
and irrigation applications, swimming
pools and spa baths.
Just like Calpeda Pumps Ireland, Calpeda
SPA is much more than a commercial
entity. It also has a very strong social and
community ethic, family trust and service
being the key tenets of the business. This
is applied at local level in every country it
operates in, and especially in third-world
nations where it partners with Governments
and NGOs to apply the beneﬁts of
innovative pumping technology to
solve local water-related problems.
It is these combined strengths which
have seen Calpeda Pumps Ireland
become such a dominant force in
the Irish marketplace and which will,
no doubt, continue to underpin is
growth and development over the
next 21 years. Q
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Think Heat Pumps. Think Grant.
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ASHRAE Ireland

FOREWORD
Like all individuals and businesses globally, ASHRAE
Ireland has had to adapt and respond to the “new normal”
we face during the current COVID-19 pandemic. As we move
forward with the phased lifting of lockdown restrictions, and
the return to workplaces, there are many questions to be
answered on how best to manage this transition safely and
effectively. Especially important is how we monitor, maintain
and control our building HVAC
systems.
The ASHRAE Ireland Chapter
aims to address some of these
challenges by disseminating
factual and evidence-based
technical information throughout
the industry. This will be done
through the following key
channels:
• ASHRAE Ireland has formed a
new COVID-19 sub-committee
speciﬁcally focused on
gathering and disseminating
Daniel Coakley, Secretary,
ASHRAE Ireland.
guidance for Ireland;

• There will be a new web page with links to relevant
information and technical guidance, collated by members.
Refer to http://ashrae-ireland.org/covid-19/;
• There is a new mini-series of technical webinars on
tackling the spread of airborne infectious diseases. For
further information, subscribe to the ASHRAE mailing list:
http://ashrae-ireland.org/register/
Finally, in parallel with these technical webinars, ASHRAE
Ireland will run a series of short technical articles from
expert members of ASHRAE.
ASHRAE Ireland Chapter is committed to supporting local
members. If you are interested in participating in Chapter
activities contact secretary@ashrae-ireland.org or check
the website.
Upcoming Events
• 18 June, 1-2pm: Technical Webinar – “A Data-driven
COVID-19 Response Framework for Global Workplaces”,
Dr. Parag Rastogi, Arbnco;
• 29 June to 2 July: ASHRAE Virtual Conference
(http://ashrae.org/2020virtual);
• 15 July, 6pm to 7pm: ASHRAE Ireland AGM.

Data-driven
Covid-19 response
framework for
workplaces
This is a shortened version
of the full technical whitepaper. A full version will
shortly be made available on
the ASHRAE Ireland website,
complete with references.
You can also join the
technical webinar with Dr.
Parag Rastogi on Thursday,
18 June, from 1pm to 2pm.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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Introduction

T

he Covid-19 pandemic has had
a major short-term impact on
workplaces, as people work from
home or are unable to work. However,
the virus will continue to impact
workplaces even as lockdowns eases,
since new measures to protect workers’
health must be implemented. The
health-promoting aspects of buildings
have always been important to our
long- and short-term health, wellbeing,

Dr. Parag Rastogi is lead building physicist
at Arbnco (Glasgow, Scotland), where he
leads research and development efforts
to incorporate cutting-edge research
into the health, wellbeing and climate
products.

comfort and productivity. The
pandemic has sharpened minds to the
immediate and catastrophic impacts
of building design and operation on
disease transmission.
It is virtually certain that social
interaction and accessing public places
46
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poses a risk of transmission of viruses
between infected persons and others.
Prevailing government guidance on
prevention and public health reﬂects
this (NHS 2020; CDC 2020). The
upshot is that buildings need to
operate assuming aerosol transmission
is a sufﬁciently serious risk. Our
recommended approach involves
four key features and is based on the
hierarchy of controls approach (CDC
and NIOSH 2015).
(1) Implement engineering and
administrative controls;
(2) Measure and verify outcomes;
(3) Inform and engage occupants;
(4) review and improve.
Implement controls
The controls recommended by
professional societies are summarised
in Table 1 and Table 2 (ASHRAE 2020;
CIBSE 2020; REHVA 2020). While several
strategies can reduce the risk of
transmission, no interventions or
combinations of interventions will
reduce the risk down to zero. Existing
recommendations for controlling the
risk of infections in workplaces should
be considered by building managers
and operators as part of reopening
buildings after the ongoing disruption.
Measure and verify
A protocol is only as good as its
implementation, which is why we
explicitly include measurement
and veriﬁcation. Most actions
recommended for healthy building
operation have measurable outcomes,
either directly (eg, temperature) or
through proxies (eg, CO2 for ventilation).
Measuring the outcomes of these actions
using sensors and inspections/surveys
translates engineering intent into
operational reality.
The arbn well standard sensor
network covers most areas of regular
occupancy, as speciﬁed in our Best
Practice Guide (Sobek et al. 2020, Sec.
1.5). The guide outlines two levels of
sensor spatial coverage – minimum and
optimum. The optimum sensor layout
should be sufﬁcient under most
conditions to evaluate the intended
measurable outcomes and many
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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considerations have been exacerbated
by the current pandemic, we
recommend additional measurement
points in vulnerable places. These
include potential sources such as
toilets and elevators. Since the best
protection in these places is adequate
ventilation/exhaust (ASHRAE 2020;
REHVA 2020; CIBSE 2020), a simple
CO2 measurement will sufﬁce for
general prevention.

unintended potential consequences of
the measures summarised here.
The standard arbn well sensor network
includes distributed measurement of
CO2, VOC, PM, temperature and
humidity. The system’s capabilities will
be extended by 2021 to include gaseous
pollutants such as ozone, formaldehyde,
etc, and statistical (de-personalised)
characterisation occupancy measurement.
Since pathogen transmission
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long people have spent in a location
(dwell time), the directional pathways
of airﬂow around these locations (local,
directional airﬂow), and the level of
ventilation necessary to remove
airborne transmission of droplets
among people in the same space
(Pantelic 2019). This process will have
to be iterative, and no single action
alone will be enough (ASHRAE 2020;
REHVA 2020).
A protocol is only as good as its implementation, which is why we explicitly include
measurement and veriﬁcation.

Inform and engage occupants
Push notiﬁcations and feedback or
surveys through the arbn well system
can be used both to inform occupants
about policies and actions, and to
encourage them to participate in
building operation. Occupants often
have the best understanding of
how policies are working and how
hazards are developing or are being
controlled (OSHA 2020).
Review and improve
As the properties of Covid-19
become better known the guidance
will change. While it may not feel
intuitive, guidance that changes
when the evidence demands it is
more reliable. Much of the guidance
here is based on the understanding
of previous epidemics such as SARS,
MERS and H1N1. Some solutions and
actions will be modiﬁed once more is
known about how the virus infectivity

»

Adhering to
professionallyrecommended
controls for building
operation, both
through building
engineering and
management, allows
businesses to better
control potential
infection risks.

and routes change over time.
To improve recommendations for
the operation and design of air
conditioning and ventilation, we
need to be able to determine how

The arbn well standard sensor network covers most areas of regular occupancy.
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Conclusion
While the workface begins to recover
from Covid-19, effective planning is
vital to ensuring a safe transition back
to work for employees. To minimise
both potential direct and aerosol
transmissions, we propose a strategy
comprised of four key features:
building operation guidelines,
measurement and veriﬁcation of
outcome metrics, occupant
notiﬁcation and engagement,
and constant review.
Adhering to professionallyrecommended controls for building
operation, both through building
engineering and management, allows
businesses to better control potential
infection risks. By then, verifying and
examining the measurable outcomes
of these recommendations (such as
temperature, CO2 and occupancy)
through arbn well sensors, building
and facilities managers can better
implement and adjust the proposed
controls.
Coupled with occupant engagement
through feedback, surveys or
notiﬁcations, employers can continuously
remind occupants of policies and have
them contribute to strategy adaption
and implementation. Reviewing the
plan based on the results of
measurements and surveys will
ultimately help us to ensure that
unintended consequences are
minimised, and improvements
implemented rapidly.
By taking all these considerations in
mind, we hope to provide building
owners and managers with the tools to
create healthy indoor environments
that suppress the transmission of
viruses such as Covid-19. Q
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Panel Radiators

Features and benefits
Single and double convector

Outputs for every situation and
heat requirement

Heights of 300, 400, 500 and 600mm

Plenty of choice

Lengths from 400 to 2400mm

Choose the perfect fit for each room

Supplied with concealed wall
mounting brackets

For neat fixing

Front and rear surfaces are
primed and painted

No further painting required

10 year warranty

For complete peace of mind

To find out more
Email: sales@baxipottertonmyson.ie
Tel: 00353(0) 1 4590870
Web: baxipottertonmyson.ie
Baxi Potterton Myson, Unit F 5&6, Calmount Park, Calmount Road, Ballymount, Dublin 12, Ireland

Totally dependable.
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HTS rises to meet
hospital medical
gases crisis
When we talk of frontline
staff in the context of the
Covid-19 pandemic, we
obviously think of doctors,
nurses and other patient
carers. However, those
providing support to
medical care facilities
such as hospitals and
nursing homes are also
frontline personnel.
Indeed, the building services sector
has really stepped up to the plate as the
supply, installation and maintenance of
medical gases became critical in combating
the impact of the virus on patients.
Fewer companies in Ireland were as
prepared to rise to this challenge than
Hospital Technical Services (HTS). Part of
the T Bourke Group, HTS is a leader in the
supply, installation and maintenance of
medical and process gases for Ireland’s
hospitals, pharma, food and process
industries. Established in 1990, it was
acquired by T Bourke in 2017 but continues
to operate as a separate entity.
HTS personnel have a proven track
record in the design, installation and
maintenance of medical gas pipeline
systems, modular operating theatres,

One of the HTS
project services
teams on active
duty throughout
the Covid
crisis – James
Cunningham,
Eugene Ryan and
Des Brady.

theatre pendants and bedhead trunking
in hospitals throughout Ireland. It has
successfully completed and certiﬁed
hundreds of installations and is fully
resourced to offer full service and
maintenance packages in accordance with
HTM 02-01 to hospitals anywhere in the
country, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
“Despite our vast experience in the
sector, what we have been dealing with
over the last 10 weeks is unprecedented,”
says HTS Director David Doherty. “The
hospital environment is challenging at the
best of times but the additional health
and safety requirements, social distancing
and the presence of live Covid cases made
it far more difﬁcult. Thankfully, apart from
the professionalism of the HTS team,
there is a very strong social ethic as
everyone understands the importance
and critical nature of the services we
provide. In fact, we’re very proud of the
manner in which everyone at HTS has
stepped up to the plate.
HTS has been involved in speciﬁc
Covid-related problem-solving for hospitals

HTS was extensively involved in the planning, design and installation of services for the
ﬁeld hospital at the UL Arena in the University of Limerick.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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all over Ireland in recent weeks, in addition
to providing technical assistance and
design support for oxygen and gas facilities
for step-down and so-called ﬁeld hospitals.
It also helped fast-track already-planned
upgrading and maintenance of oxygen
systems at various hospitals, and to upgrade
and bring into use hospital wards that
had been closed off.
One of the primary treatments for
Covid patients is oxygen and ventilators.
Hospital gas networks were never
designed for usage on this unprecedented
scale. The challenge was to get oxygen
into as many hospitals and wards as
possible, and to ensure that the networks
were able to cope with the demand.
These works had to be executed as a
matter of urgency before the predicted
spike in cases and the arrival of patients
at the hospitals.
This sudden demand on resources was
supported by T Bourke. At a time when
construction sites were closing we in
HTS were ramping up. The situation was
compounded by a worldwide increase in
the demand for pipework and materials,
along of course with medical gases.
“With regard to products and equipment,
we already had large quantities of stock
bought in as part of our Brexit strategy. In
addition, our regular suppliers were very
accommodating. Indeed, I think building
services as a whole deserves great credit
for the manner of its very positive response
to this crises, and particularly for being
ﬂexible, creative and inventive in the
face of previously-unencountered
scenarios,” concluded Doherty. Q
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Full range of R32
solutions from
Mitsubishi Electric
The 2014 F-Gas Regulations have brought about
signiﬁcant changes to the air conditioning industry,
affecting end-users, facilities managers, speciﬁers
and installers alike. This landmark legislation has
one key objective – to reduce F-Gas emissions by
79% between 2015 and 2030 by cutting the
availability and use of hydroﬂuoro-carbons (HFCs)
with a high global warming potential (GWP).
As a market leader Mitsubishi Electric
prides itself not only in providing
high-performance, competitive systems
with low running costs, but also systems
that are regulation compliant and futureproofed. Consequently, its comprehensive
portfolio of air conditioning solutions now
includes the lower GWP refrigerant R32.
By utilising heat pump technology,
Mitsubishi Electric’s air conditioning
units not only provide cooling, but also
heating and often sanitary hot water.
Heat pump technology requires only a

small amount of electricity to harvest,
upgrade and move heat from one location
to another, and providing heating and
hot water as part of an integrated air
conditioning system is far more efﬁcient
than traditional heating methods.
Already making up 50% of the existing
R410A refrigerant found in many current
air conditioning systems, R32 has a GWP
of 675 (one third that of R410A), is
highly energy efﬁcient and is easy to
recycle. Plus, the volumetric capacity of
R32 is around 20% higher than that of

R410A, which means system refrigerant
volumes are lower.
Lower GWP R32 refrigerant is now
being utilised in Mitsubishi Electric’s
newest, state-of-the-art products, brief
details of which are as follows:
M Series R32 Range – The entire range
of M Series units is now available utilising
R32 refrigerant, from the designer
MSZ-LN units to the cost-effective
MSZ-HR range;
Mr Slim R32 Range – The Mr Slim
range blends a host of outstanding
features with a premium-quality,
sophisticated design. Power inverter,
standard inverter and inverter systems
utilising R32 refrigerant are now
available up to 22kW capacity;
Multi-Split R32 Range – The MXZ
Multi-Split range allows up to six indoor
units to be connected to a single outdoor
unit. Indoor units can be wall-mounted,
ceiling cassette, ceiling concealed,
ducted, ﬂoor-mounted or ceiling
suspended;
City Multi VRF R32 Range – The
new VRF range is available in both heat
recovery and heat pump variants and
offers customers the ability to use one
single lower GWP refrigerant across a
complete building or an entire network;
City Multi Hybrid VRF R32 Range – The
Hybrid VRF (HVRF) range is a two-pipe
heat recovery VRF with water between
the Hybrid Branch Controller (HBC) and
indoor units. It can be designed and
installed as a VRF while enjoying the
features of a chiller system.
Contact: Mitsubishi Electric.
Tel: 419 8800;
email: sales.info@meir.mee.com;
www.mitsubishielectric.ie Q

Beneﬁts of R32
•
•
•
•

R32 has a GWP of 675 (one third that
of R410A), is highly energy-efﬁcient
and is easy to recycle.
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Lower GWP of 675
High efﬁciency refrigerant
F-Gas phase down compliant
Less refrigerant volume
requirement compared to R410A
• Affordable and readily available
• A single component refrigerant
• Easy to handle, reuse and recycle
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Upton
Packing 1MW
of power into a
1m2 footprint

Varmax
Simpler installs
with no need for
ancillary equipment

Contact: Paul Devereux, Specification Sales Manager
Tel: 086 – 173 8060 Email: paul.devereux@hevac.ie

Hevac Limited
Muirfield Drive, Naas Road, Dublin 12, Ireland D12 X0A3
t (01) 419 1919
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Lighting for sleep
and wellness in
public buildings
and homes
The importance of sleep
in maintaining a strong
immune system is well
known but the effects of
light on our biological
clock, and to help us
maintain good sleeping
patterns, is less well
known. Human circadian
rhythms operate on a
cycle slightly in excess of a
24-hour cycle (24.2) so it is
necessary to entrain our
biological clock with the
time of day on a regular
basis1. This should allow
us sleep better at night
and stay healthy, writes
Kevin Kelly.
The non-visual effects of light
are increasingly recognised as playing
a signiﬁcant part in our wellbeing by
activating many diverse parts of our
brain. Intrinsically photoreceptive retinal
ganglion cells (ipRGCs)2 form a critical
part of the visual system, containing a
light-sensitive protein called melanopsin
which is linked with the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the brain’s
hypothalamus region.3 Photoreceptors
include rods and cones and they combine
with the ipRGCs to affect the human
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Kevin Kelly is Emeritus Professor at
the Technological University Dublin,
Past President of the Society of Light &
Lighting, Vice-President of the Chartered
Institution of Building Services Engineers,
Editorial Board member of the research
journal Lighting Research & Technology,
Editor of Journal of Sustainable Design &
Applied Research and external examiner
for the MSc in lighting at University
College London.

circadian system. This circadian system
appears to be most sensitive to light in
the blue part of the spectrum.1
Early morning daylight has a broad
colour spectrum and is rich in blue light
(or light at low wavelength and high
energy). It seems that this light can be
particularly good for us and so we should
try to expose ourselves to daylight for
about 30 minutes or so every morning
if we can get outside. For a lot of people
this normally happens every day. For
those people who cannot get outside
a slightly longer period of exposure to

light near a window should sufﬁce.
For people with SAD disorder it has
been shown that exposure to 10,000
lux for 30 minutes or 2,500 lux for 120
minutes early each day greatly inhibits
this disorder 4. Outside illuminance levels
will normally be well in excess of
10,000 lux (for 70% of daylight
working hours throughout the year),
particularly at this time of the year and
through the summer. In fact, external
illuminance can be many multiples
of 10klux.
Opening window blinds fully early in
the morning also helps by curtailing
melatonin in our system and allowing
our circadian rhythms entrain early with
the day. Getting sunlight as we move
from spring to early summer also has
beneﬁts for us in addressing vitamin D
deﬁciency – a common problem for
people in our climate as we come
out of winter. Indeed, a recent study
recommends Vitamin D supplements
for older people5.
Conversely, at night the hormone
melatonin is needed to help us sleep.
Melatonin has been found in research
to assist with vital processes including
growth and prevention of illness such
as obesity, diabetes and some forms of
cancer, including breast and prostate
cancer (all higher in night-shift workers)1.
Melatonin is released into the blood
stream at night in fading light and this
allows us to fall asleep well. So, when
our parents told us as children we needed
“to go to bed early and switch off the
lights to grow big”, they were right!
Although research in this area is
evolving, it would seem that we may
be accidentally inhibiting melatonin at
night by exposing ourselves to light at
the blue end of the spectrum by using
phones, tablets and other screens. This
may adversely affect our ability to sleep.
So, when our children and grandchildren
tell us to “put our gadgets away” in the
evening, they are right. In summary,
light at the blue end of the spectrum is
beneﬁcial in daytime, particularly early in
the morning, but not good at night-time.
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Light levels indoors can never compete
with daylight levels outdoors. It is
typically between 300 and 500 lux in
working interiors and a lot lower in our
homes, normally well below 100 lux on
average at night time. Selection of lamp
colour (identiﬁed as colour temperature)
is nonetheless very important. High
colour temperatures (above 5000K) are
at the blue end of the spectrum and
lamps at or below 3000K are at the
warm red end of the spectrum.
It seems counter intuitive to say the
higher the colour temperature then the
cooler the lamp but, paradoxically, this
is true. Lamp colour is identiﬁed by the
colour of a black body at the temperatures
indicated. Blue hot is hotter than red
hot despite producing a cooler colour
to the eye. Most people (whether they
realise it or not) quite like working under
cool (5000k) or intermediate (4000K)
colour temperature lighting during
daytime and then relax with warmer
colour lamps (3000k and below)
at home in the evening. All lamps
should display their colour temperature
on the pack – typically anything from
2400K to 5600K. Technically it is called
correlated colour temperature (CCT)
as obviously modern lamps do not
actually operate at anything like that
temperature. However, incandescent
lamps do operate at about 2,700K.
With dimmable lamps there will be
signiﬁcant colour shift, typically their
colour will shift to warmer as they
dim. Interestingly, the spectrum of
daylighting shifts in the evening
too, to a warmer spectrum, so it is not
surprising that our human preferences
for artiﬁcial lighting have evolved
similarly, i.e. cool in the morning and
warm in the evening. This is not an
absolute, but is a strong trend.
Further research is ongoing but
everyone should be made aware of the
importance of light in terms of good
health and recovery from illness. There
is also a research gap in this area that
potential researchers in Ireland might
consider ﬁlling. Q
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‘

Everyone should
be made aware
of the importance
of light in terms
of good health
and recovery
from illness.
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Q Carrier Air
Cooled Chiller

Q Clint Turbocor Premium
Efﬁciency Air and Water
Cooled Chillers

Q Jacir/Gohl
Cooling
Towers

Q Vertiv/Liebert
Close Control Units
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Q Carrier and Novair Air
Handling Units
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Q Vertiv/Liebert
Adiabatic FreeCooling Chiller

Q Carrier VSD Screw
Premium Efﬁciency
Air Cooled Chiller
Q Carrier Water
Cooled Chiller

Q Lu-Ve Dry Air
Cooler

Q Vertiv/Liebert Indirect
Evaporative Cooling Unit
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Panasonic CO2
COOLS AND FREEZES SUSHI

Tanpopo Japanese Food, a leading
manufacturer and supplier of sushi, recently
installed condensing units from the Panasonic
CO2 Cold Chain range at its new primary
manufacturing and distribution centre.
The use of renewable technology is
high on the Tanpopo agenda and this
range was the ideal choice for all its
frozen and chilled food storage
refrigeration requirements.
Peter Bigmore, Owner of Tanpopo
Japanese Food Ltd, comments: “After
extensive trialling of another competing
product we chose the Panasonic solution
because of its environmentally-friendly
credentials. Other key factors were the

,
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range’s reliability, the fact the units are
compatible with a range of control
systems and, due to the low charge of
CO2 required by the units, no additional
leak detection equipment was necessary
for this application.”
A further challenge for this installation
was that the cooking and manufacturing
process in the factory results in ambient
temperatures of up to 43oC, so any
refrigeration units chosen must be able

to operate efﬁciently even in these extreme
conditions. Fortunately, this is one of the
unique beneﬁts of the Panasonic units.
Tanpopo is so pleased with the result
that it is looking to install further units.
The Panasonic CO2 Cold Chain units
are suitable for both refrigerated and
freezer showcases, as well as walk-in
freezers and cold rooms – offering a
solution for all commercial refrigeration
needs. The technology has been
speciﬁcally developed for small
to medium capacity applications
The range available features units
for medium temperature (4kW to 16kW)
and low temperature (2kW to 8kW)
condensing units. Additionally, the
16kW (10HP) units can be connected
to provide up to 32kW cooling capacity
at medium temperature.
The key beneﬁts and factors to the
success of the units are reliability in
operation, the compact size, the innovative
two-stage compressor, the easy installation
and the use of the natural refrigerant CO2.
Furthermore, the units are compatible
with a range of different control systems.
Vincent Mahony, National Sales
Manager, Panasonic Ireland said: “When
installing the Panasonic CO2 range, just
two settings are required – vacuum
mode and evaporating setting. Everything
else is pre-set. Where necessary, settings
can be easily modiﬁed with alarms that
will indicate any wrong settings. If installers
register on the Panasonic PRO Club
website they will have access to free
commissioning tools that include a
cooling capacity calculator, pipe
calculator and EEV quick selection tool.
“Installers and clients alike are pleasantly
surprised by how easy the CO2 Cold Chain
units are to install, and how reliable they
are when commissioned and operational,”
he concluded.
Contact: Vincent Mahony,
Panasonic Ireland. Tel: 087 – 969 4221;
email: vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.
com; www.aircon.panasonic.eu Q
Engineer working on the installation of
the Panasonic CO2 Cold Chain units at the
new Tanpopo complex.
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PROJECT PROFILE

F25m regeneration plan
for North Main Street, Cork
Cork and London-based property development
company BMOR has announced plans for a mixeduse development supporting the regeneration of
one of Cork city’s most historic streets.

T

he proposed F25 million
mixed-use scheme on North
Main Street comprises a 280-bed
student accommodation facility and
two new retail units. In addition, there
will be a gym, laundry facilities, a study,
a library, communal working areas,
and a landscaped external courtyard.
Key features of the proposal include
the planned restoration of Coleman’s
Lane which, since medieval times, has
provided direct access between North
Main Street and Grattan Street. There
will also be a “pocket park”, which will
be accessible to the general public.
Located in the historic heart of the
city, the proposed scheme showcases
BMOR’s strong commitment to
the continuing development of
Cork and it will undoubtedly serve
as a key contributor to the muchneeded regeneration of North
Main Street.
“As a Cork native, it gives me
great pleasure and pride to
present our ambitious plans for
Cork City”, said Paul Irwin, Director
at BMOR. “The scheme, designed by
O’Mahony Pike Architects, balances the
rich heritage of North Main Street with
sleek, innovative and contemporary
design. We believe this project will help
to kick-start the exciting redevelopment
plans envisaged for this part of the city.”
The developers are ﬁnalising
negotiations with several Cork-based
building contractors to undertake the
construction of the project which is
expected to generate in the region
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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of 150 construction jobs. Following the
completion of the North Main Street
development, a further 30 permanent
job positions will also be created.
As well as opening a new ofﬁce on
the South Mall, BMOR has underlined
its commitment to the regeneration of
Cork city and county by embarking on
a number of other developments in the
area. The ﬁrst of these is a 43-house
residential development in Killeens
with construction due to commence
in the aftermath of the national
lockdown. Q

About BMOR
Founded by Cork natives, BMOR
is a development regeneration
company with signiﬁcant
international experience whose
primary focus is on residential and
commercial regeneration projects
in Ireland and the UK. It specialises
in the development of complex,
mixed-use, restoration and
regeneration projects with a
particular focus on residential,
social and affordable housing,
student accommodation and hotels.
See www.bmor.co.uk
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Still using natural ventilation and
on/off fans for new build? … Why?
TGD Part F 2019 allows for
natural ventilation with on/
off fans only in properties
with an airtightness level
that is greater than 3m3/h/m2.
In addition, minimum
background ventilation
requirements (per habitable
room) have increased in size,
exposing well-built properties
to the elements and reducing
heat efﬁciency.
Airtightness levels below 3
require a mechanical ventilation
solution such as MEV central extract,
heat recovery or DCV demand
controlled ventilation. In fact, for
best performance and air quality
in an airtight property (considered
less than 5m3/h/m2) a mechanical
ventilation solution should be used.
As properties have become more
airtight and with the tightening of
regulations, the traditional method of
natural ventilation is ﬁnally beginning
to make little sense, and with cost
effective alternatives we should
really be exploring these options.
Based on data provided on SEAI’s
National BER Research Tool 2020,
natural ventilation and on/off fans
continue to decline in popularity,
giving way to efﬁcient mechanical
means of ventilation. However, in
the two years before 2019, natural
ventilation made up approximately
55% and 50% respectively of all
new-build projects where a BER was
completed. The welcome decline in
natural ventilation highlights better
knowledge of other methods by
designers and builders across Ireland.
While the above mechanical
ventilation options are now the
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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preferred methods for designed ducted
systems for new-build, perhaps there
is another alternative cost-effective
and easy to install solution to no
longer choosing holes in walls for
ventilation? There is.
What is positive input
ventilation?
PIV is a sophisticated whole-house
method of ventilation which provides
a continuous low level of fresh air
through one central position on a
landing or hallway. The PIV unit is
located in the loft space and works
by introducing fresh, ﬁltered and
tempered air to dilute, displace and
replace moisture-laden and stale
air inside the property. Positive
pressure circulates the fresh air
around the house ensuring indoor
air quality throughout.
The S&P PIV unit is a European
Board of Agrément certiﬁed system
which mentions many beneﬁts of its
use, one of which is that background

ventilation is not required in a property
with an airtightness level of greater
than 3m3/h/m2. This means that PIV
can offer the whole-house ventilation
rate in a building that is very airtight,
without intrusive holes in walls.
Properties using PIV below 3m3/h/m2
on the airtightness test require a
minimum of a window trickle vent.
With PIV the air is supplied
mechanically and can be treated to
improve incoming air as it enters the
property. Paired with bathroom extract
fans, the combination of supply and
extract provides a far better option
than naturally-ventilated homes.
Using PIV results in better energy
efﬁciency through effective heat
transfer without exposure to the
outside elements, and it offers a
neutral result for BER calculations.
For more information on all of
the options available to meet Part F
contact Tristan Healy on 01- 4124020
or email sales.ie@solerpalau.com Q

The S&P Environment PIV unit takes air from the attic, where temperature is always
higher than external air, passes it via a ﬁlter and supplies it into the dwelling via the
hallway below the attic.
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Hevac underpins
service offering with
key appointments
Hevac has bolstered its capability with the addition of two
new senior appointments of late, both of whom bring a
wealth of knowledge and experience to the business. First to
join the ranks in December was Shane Duffy. Shane joins as
Hevac Group Key Account Sales Manager with a particular
focus on strengthening and further developing the group’s
residential project offering.
Garrett White, Hevac Managing
Director commented: “Shane is very
well respected throughout the industry
and has a wealth of experience and
knowledge that will help drive and
solidify our residential project offering
across the Hevac group of companies.
He is a very welcome addition to an
already-strong team and his customer
centric approach ﬁts perfectly.”
Hevac has long been to the forefront
of upcoming and advanced technological
solutions. However, with that comes a
responsibility to ensure that all products
and systems are fully compliant with
current standards and regulations.
With that in mind the Hevac Group
appointed Calin Tasnadi as Product
Compliance Manager in March of
this year.
Calin is well known in the renewable
heating market, has impeccable
credentials and a real passion for
what he does. He is part of the NSAI
Technical Committee Group delivering
a standard recommendation for heat
pumps, is involved in the DCCAE
Retroﬁt Taskforce, and played an
important role in developing HPA
Ireland’s Heat Pump Code of Practice –
Install Guidelines.
A graduate of the University of
Cluj-Napoca in his native Romania,
Calin has spent the last 15 years
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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immersed in the heating and renewable
sector. Commenting on the appointment
Garrett White said: “Calin is a very
welcome addition to the team. His
experience, knowledge and capability

Shane Duffy, Hevac Group Key Account
Sales Manager.

Calin Tasnadi, Product Compliance Manager.
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in understanding full system solutions
is key to our vision and ethos. His
technical ability, integrity and honesty
have earned him the respect of his piers
and customers throughout his career,
and we look forward to working with
him as part of the team.”
The appointments don’t stop there.
Hevac is continually striving to improve
its service to the industry and is
currently seeking to add two HVAC
sales engineers to further strengthen
its commercial/industrial capability.
Hevac is an exciting and growing
business to be part of right now, and
the vision of the group is to continually
offer best-in-class systems and
solutions for both residential and
commercial/industrial projects. This
offer includes heat pumps, chillers,
modular boiler systems and CHP units
from 4kw to over 1mw in very small
footprints. They also represent some of
the industry’s leading brands such as
De Dietrich, Panasonic and Hamworthy,
to name a few.
When it comes to apartment
developments Hevac has unrivalled
experience in offering solutions to ﬁt all
project types. These include full district
heating systems with integrated heat
pumps or all-electric solutions utilising
the newest addition to the portfolio –
the Haverland Ultrad smart electric
radiator. This is a “world ﬁrst” radiant
heating system that can intelligently
program itself. A smart electric heating
solution, it is also fully wi-ﬁ enabled
and this allows for full control of each
unit via a smart phone or tablet.
No matter what the commercial,
industrial or residential requirement,
Hevac has the answer with a portfolio
that includes everything from boilers,
heat pumps, chillers, CHP solutions
and fan coil units, through to
distribution pipework, underﬂoor
heating, radiators and controls.
Hevac also has the knowledge base
and experience to give clear and
honest advice on the right solution
for each individual project. Q
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Contractor completing the
installation of a Megaﬂo ECO
hot water cylinder

Getting the right
size cylinder
When installing a new cylinder, it is essential to size it
correctly. George Linder, Product Manager at Heatrae
Sadia, explains the factors installers need to consider
when selecting an appropriately-sized cylinder.
If a homeowner is adding a bathroom
to a property, hot water demand will
likely increase, so it is a good idea to take
a look at the existing cylinder if one is
present to make sure it is suitable.
Generally, the bigger the household then
the higher the demand. This is especially
true in multi-generational households
where hot water is needed regularly
throughout the day to cope with parents,
children and grandparents living together
under the same roof.
Recovery time
While it is important to specify the
correct size of cylinder, the recovery time
must also be considered. The recovery
time of a cylinder is calculated by the
kW rating, the greater the Kw rating the
quicker the cylinder will replenish hot
water. If you calculate that your customer
is likely to use the entire cylinder of hot
water before the day is out, a quicker
recovery time is advantageous.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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Large cylinders with a low kW rating
may leave homeowners waiting hours
for more hot water if the rate of demand
has not been calculated. Equally, if you
specify a cylinder that is too large for the
household, then energy will be wasted by
heating water that is not required. It is
important to choose the best size and
recovery rating based on the usage of
the household to avoid these issues.
Cylinder sizing in practice
Those who take short showers rather
than baths – and avoid using multiple
hot water outlets at the same time –
will have a lower demand for hot water.
A seven-minute shower, at six litres per
minute, would use 42 litres of hot water.
For a two-person household this means
that a volume of 84 litres of hot water
is required.
Therefore, using a 125 litre Megaﬂo
ECO hot water cylinder would be
sufﬁcient for this house. The expected

recovery period for 70% of the volume
for this cylinder is approximately 30
minutes, when the heat input is
approximately 12kW. A bigger cylinder
would be required for a larger household
that wishes to run a bath and multiple
showers at the same time.
Another handy tip when sizing
cylinders is to assume 60 litres of hot
water for each wet room. So, using the
example of one bath and two showers,
180 litres of hot water is needed. Thus,
a cylinder size of 210 litres would be
best. The expected recovery period for
70% of the volume for this cylinder is
30 minutes, when a heat input of
approximately 15kW is used.
Heatrae Sadia has a full range of hot
water solutions to ensure that, no matter
what the requirements, there is always
a product to suit. So, when it comes to
getting the best out of a heating and
hot water system, installers can work
with manufacturers to guide customers
to make the best choices. The ﬁnal
outcome should be a well-speciﬁed
and suitable hot water cylinder, ready
to provide the necessary hot water for
that particular household.
For more information on the
Heatrae Sadia range of cylinders and
hot water solutions, visit: https:/
/www.baxipottertonmyson.ie/products/
domestic-products/heatrae-sadia
Contact: sales@potterton-myson.ie Q
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Smarter working
will require smarter
solutions
As the country slowly reopens, Sirus, as a
HVAC and BMS provider, found that with most
of its clients providing essential services, the
lockdown was more of a strange transition to
a new way of working.
During the lockdown Sirus
remained open, albeit ofﬁce staff
had to set up their home ofﬁces
with limited staff allowed in the
warehouses to accept deliveries
for essential projects.
Collaboration software made
the transition to working from
home very smooth and all teams
quickly embraced this new way
of working.
The QHSE team and management
used the time wisely to revise
procedures and the Business
Development Department continued
with quotes and tenders as usual,
while seminars were switched
to webinars.
In many cases BMS engineers
were able to log on to sites
remotely to manage the building
controls but HVAC engineers and
technicians also had to make some
emergency trips to sites with the
necessary precautions in place. This
included maintenance at medical
facilities, pharmaceutical plants and
grocery outlets with one emergency
chiller install. As heating, cooling,
ventilation and controls are
essential services, it’s at times like
these that people realise just how
important these services are.
With this in mind we talked to
Michael White, MD of Sirus, about
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2020
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Michael White, Managing Director, Sirus.

the future of HVAC and controls
and their role in controlling the
new built environment: “As
an industry we face a level of
uncertainty due to the 2-metre
social distancing rule and where
remote working has challenged
the requirement for ofﬁce
working,” said White. “Smarter
working will require smarter, safer
and more secure buildings where
we will need to break from
traditional thinking to adapt to
the new conditions.”
When asked how the industry
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will adapt in the future White said:
“Closer collaboration between
manufacturers, designers,
installers, standards organisations
and clients will be key and is
already evident in the market
resulting in better and more
sustainable solutions.”
White further explained: “At
Sirus, we believe innovation and
technology is key to our future
where our staff, customers and
suppliers can combine to deliver
the best HVAC and controls
solutions for buildings. What has
become evident in recent weeks
is that we are becoming more
reliant on laboratories in
pharmaceutical plants, universities
and hospitals for testing and
development of new vaccines.
“As Sirus has over 25 years’
experience working in the ‘life
science’ industry, we are utilising
this to further develop in this
area. An example of this would
be room automation and controls
in Biosafety Level (BSL) laboratories
that are used for working with
high-risk infectious agents. Our
parent group Sauter has solutions
and experience in BSL labs up to
the highest risk level (BSL-4).”
“While there will inevitably be
a level of uncertainty and possible
nervousness when returning to
the ofﬁce, we feel we can use this
experience to build back better,
more efﬁcient green buildings.
We would hope that staff will
return to more comfortable
working environments that are
not only compliant but have
better air quality and controls
to conserve energy.”
Contact Martin Keogh on
martin.keogh@sirus.ie for further
information, including a white
paper on Sustainable Laboratory
Buildings for the Life Science
Industry. Q
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Quality System Solutions for
commercial and large-scale
domestic boiler projects
C&F Quadrant is a member of the Linders of Smithﬁeld
Group of companies and is a major supplier of internationallyrenowned heating and plumbing brands catering for the
commercial and domestic heating markets. With ofﬁces in
Dublin and Belfast, and a network of regional representatives
and merchant trading partners, comprehensive all-Ireland
coverage is assured.
With a pedigree stretching back over 40 years’ service to the
heating industry, C&F Quadrant delivers quality products and
system solutions.
C&F Quadrant ofﬁce and
warehouse headquarters
in Dublin

Brief brand details are as follows:
ACV – whose speciality is stainless steel
– has been designing, manufacturing
and distributing engineering solutions
for hot water generation for commercial
and residential heating applications since
1922. Included in the
portfolio are:
Prestige wall-hung gas condensing
boilers with stainless steel heat
exchangers. Available in 50kW, 75kW,
100kW, 120kW models, along with
cascade options up to 720kW;
Heatmaster gas-ﬁred condensing
combined boiler and water heater –
25 to 120TC models available.
See www.acv.com for further details and
information on the full product range.

Complementing its extensive product portfolio is a team of
highly-qualiﬁed, engineering-led, personnel right through from
sales to after-sales support. Products are also listed on the SEAI
Triple E Register which qualiﬁes for Accelerated Capital
Allowances, while BIM ﬁles are also available.
C&F Quadrant also delivers courses on commercial and
domestic heating products, together with CPD presentations,
at its own training facility or at client premises.

Bosch is a leading
manufacturer of energy-efﬁcient heating products
and hot water solutions with proven experience in
commercial, district and industrial applications.
The expansive product range includes wall-hung
boilers (GB162 range); heat
interface units; ﬂoor-standing
stainless steel (GB402 range);
and cast iron boilers
(GE515/615 range).
See www.boschthermotechnology.com/gb/en/
commercial-industrial/home/

Dublin: +353 (1) 630 5757
Belfast: +44 (28) 90 36 55 55

Email: sales@cfquadrant.ie
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Excellent products supplied and supported by C&F Quadrant
Included in the C&F Quadrant portfolio is the Coster
range of energy control products that offer solutions
for the automation, control and management of
heating and air conditioning sites. The Coster portfolio includes automation of
boilers and burners, heating, thermostatic mixing valves, air conditioning, gas
safety/alarm systems, valves/actuators, remote monitoring and energy metering,
plus many more.
See www.coster.info for details.
For over 40 years Flamefast has been manufacturing and
supplying high-quality, cost-effective gas safety solutions.
These include: GasGuard – Gas-proving and ventilation
interlock for kitchens and classrooms; VentGuard Plus –
Ventilation interlock with integrated fan current monitor; CO2, VOC, Temp and RH
Transmitter (CO2T) – Relay and 3 x 0-10V outputs as standard with optional trafﬁc
light LED; Gas Monitor – 16-channel gas monitor panel for laboratories and plant rooms;
Flamefast Gas Sensor – Available for a wide range of gases including natural gas,
CO and O2.
See www.ﬂamefast-gas-safety.co.uk for details.
Unical’s professional range of products includes medium and high-power gas and
oil boilers, heating units, modular heating units and cascade systems for indoor and
outdoor applications. These products are distinguished by low
NOx emissions and power ratings of up to 7000Kw. The Modulex range of aluminium
condensing boilers has 4-star efﬁciency class and low NOx levels. Modulex units can
be installed practically anywhere, are compact in size and provide power ratings of
up to 900 kW. In addition to boilers, Unical’s catalogue also includes housing modules
for centralised heating systems, zone satellites, energy meter accessories, thermostats
and cascade controllers. There are also primary rings, hydraulic separators, modulating
pumps and hot water tanks.
See www.unicalboiler.com for details.
A comprehensive range of gas, oil, dual fuel and low NOx burners
that encompasses residential, commercial and industrial/process
applications from 10kW to 30MW.
See www.rielloburners.co.uk for details.
Vaillant is a long-established heating
manufacturer with a heritage dating back
to 1874. Models available include:
EcoTEC Plus wall-hung gas condensing boiler with stainless steel heat exchangers
and available in 48kW, 64kW, 80kW, 100 kW and 120kW versions. Cascade
systems up to 960kW also available.
EcoCRAFT ﬂoor-standing boilers available in 80kW, 120kW, 160kW, 200kW,
240kW and 280kW outputs.
See www.vaillant.co.uk/commercial/ for details.

www.cfquadrant.ie
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Hydrogen now
mainstream?
With at least 10 countries worldwide
seriously developing renewable hydrogen
capabilities, it is now considered a
mainstream rather than an emerging
technology.

Naneo Wins!
Check out the very clever series of
mini cartoons and short video clips
from Panasonic at https://youtu.be/
QvRfgkggrEI
While obviously promoting
Panasonic indoor air solutions, the
generic message in relation to bacteria, viruses, pollen, mould, comfort, etc is one that
beneﬁts the entire industry.

Champagne
Winner

Australia, Canada, China, Japan, South
Korea and the US have numerous projects at
various stages of development while closer
to home Norway, Germany, France and the
UK are doing likewise. Indeed, just recently
the UK government unveiled a £12 billion
plan to use four gigawatts of offshore wind
for renewable hydrogen production in the
early 2030s.
Is it possible that renewable hydrogen will
reach the scale of oil and gas, but with very
low emissions?

BUILD UP Skills app
The new BUILD UP Skills Advisor app
from the IGBC allows building professionals
and construction workers identify energy
renovation training courses that suit their
needs in one click.
Developed in conjunction with Limerick
Institute of Technology and produced with
support from SEAI, it will be further developed
over the coming few months to include
short demo videos.
It can be downloaded for free on Google
Play and App Store.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1
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Congratulations
to John Byrne,
Senior Mechanical
Engineer, DAA, who
was the ﬁrst name
drawn out of the hat containing the many entries in our
Guess Who? competition.
The bearded gentleman in question was of course
Eamon McGrattan.

It’s all in the App
As building servicesrelated solutions become
more sophisticated
and interactive, some
commentators fear that the
focus on software capabilities
is becoming more important
than the quality of the
hardware.

Free employee assistance
To help construction workers – many of whom are
self-employed – to cope with issues surrounding the
lockdown, the Lighthouse Construction Industry Charity
has introduced a free and conﬁdential 24/7 helpline
and wellbeing app.
This App is available on both Android and Apple
devices and is packed full of information, advice and
guidance on mental, physical and ﬁnancial wellbeing
matters. Helpline Tel: 1800 – 939 122.

Landmark contracting case
As we went to press the National Electrical
Contractors of Ireland (NECI) High Court challenge over a
2019 Labour Court recommendation was still underway.
The issue relates to a sectoral employment order covering
minimum hourly rates of pay and other matters.
Pending determination of the full case, the High Court
has stayed part of the Minister’s decision in relation to the
pension and sick pay contribution elements of the order.
However, it has refused a stay on a 2.7% wage increase,
working time and dispute procedures.
Whatever the ﬁnal outcome of the case, there will be
serious implications for the electrical contracting sector,
if not other sectors within building services engineering.

Related to this is a concern
that, at present at least, there
is little or no coordination
or standard interface for
various home energy systems,
and the leading home app
providers. The result is
multiple apps for the many
different devices.
Rather than allow the
likes of Google and Apple to
continue to set the criteria,
surely it’s time building
services engineering bodies
and industry associations
took the lead on this.
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SCALA2

PERFECT WATER PRESSURE
COMPACT AND EASY TO INSTALL

Featuring a built-in discharge pressure sensor,
the SCALA2 boosts operation immediately to
compensate for the loss of pressure. We call
it intelligent pump control and the result is
perfect water pressure.

Key features
• Intelligent pump control
• Water-cooled, permanent magnet motor
• Dry running protection
• Self-priming
• User-friendly control panel
• Outdoor-ready

www.grundfos.ie/scala2
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Choose the green solution
Panasonic
nic condensing units
uniits with naturall rrefrigerant
efrigerant — for
e stores, supermarkets,
supermark
kets, petrol stations
stations and cold rooms
room
convenience

CO2
R744

CO2 natural refrigerant
ODP (Ozone Depletion Potential) = Zero and GWP (Global
Warming Potential) = One. CO2 refrigerant has negligable
impact on the environment.

Energy savings
3.83: SEPR Cooling* - 1.92: SEPR Freezing*.
High seasonal efficient performance at medium or low
temperature.

Flexible installation
Easy and quick installation thanks to a compact and light unit.
Long piping possibility up to 100 Metres**.

Reliable quality made in Japan
We offer compressor warranties of 5 years, and 2 year
warranties on other components!

www.aircon.panasonic.ie

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol59/iss3/1

* SEPR values has been tested at 3-part laboratory. ** Applicable for OCU-CR1000VF8 and OCU-CR1000VF8A
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